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Introduction: Identification of a "Culture"

For many years most historians and anthropologists conceptualized all of the aboriginal peoples of eastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and even southeastern New York and Long Island as belonging to a single culture called "Delaware."(1) Recent archaeological, historical, and linguistic studies of native populations in the "Eastern Woodlands"(2) have enabled us to move beyond such superficial generalizations(3) and into more refined studies of the specific peoples inhabiting very localized territories. We now recognize that these groups (cultures or ethnic units) which lived along the Delaware River were distinct and separate aggregates already during the early historic period. In addition, archaeological studies may be able to provide means by which these same cultural units can be recognized in the prehistoric period.(4)

The difficulties of identifying discrete subsystems even in "tribal" social networks have been discussed by, for example, Braun and Plog(5) who see each "tribal" social system as useful in the internal transmission of materials and information through rules of reciprocity, shared among individuals and groups, or what would be considered as the basis for delineating membership in a "culture". The macro-view taken in this paper, that members of the same system share language and acknowledge their kin relationships, assumes that the internal dynamics of each system also operate to keep intact the borders of the system. This requires "boundary formation or maintenance" which permits the members of the kin-related group to respond to certain kinds of environmental unpredictability.
Braun and Plog further note that "style" of decoration in material culture provides a form of social communication. Therefore, we should be able to define the borders of each such "group" through decoration (e.g., pottery). I would suggest that ritual also facilitates, and that such rituals can be seen in details of mortuary behavior.

While historic documents may help to provide the information necessary to identify interaction patterns (marriage, co-residence, etc.) of specific groups, little of the people of our study were non-literate, the archaeological record their cultural units may be recognized by their specific mortuary technology. Questions regarding the possibility of recognizing or specific archaeological units, have been answered affirmatively by the Delaware River valley. This presentation intends to set the stage for such archaeological studies by offering an extensive survey of chaeological findings concerning these questions is appended at the end.

The problem of understanding the nature of the relationships of Native Americans, poses a major difficulty. This has been the who are often referred to in the documents as Delaware. These various groups of Delaware peoples, often by tracking specific genealogies and family kin networks. A recent study of one of eastern Pennsylvania demonstrates the separate cultural enotes the existence of a "buffer zone" which had separated these unclaimed and formerly uninhabited region by natives from southeastern Pennsylvania, suggests that these people from the Jerseys were culturally distinct from the Lenape, and also that both were distinct from the Munsee of the upper Delaware River. This point had been made already by an unknown observer nearly 100 years ago(12) but never previously considered as an issue worthy of study.

Research over several fronts in the past three years is beginning to bring out the existence of a wide range of cultural differences between the Lenape and the people of southern New Jersey whom I will call the "Jerseys"(13) These distinctive characteristics probably correlate with differences within the Delaware language family, as suggested by Goddard(14) who recognized that the supposed "dialects" of "Delaware" were mutually unintelligible and had been so since "long before" these various people had left their homelands, or about 1740 A.D. In 1974 Goddard posed the basic question which we are attempting to answer here, "what were their aboriginal locations"? Not only do we need to know this in order to understand the linguistic data, but also to bring order to the patterns of movement, affiliation, and interaction of the several groups whose separate cultural traditions have for so long been erroneously lumped together as "Delaware".

Recent research has shown that the differences in language use noted, also were reflected in other mutually independent activities of the Lenape of Pennsylvania and their neighbors in southern New Jersey. These two cultures, among those grouped under the term "River Indians" by the colonists, were believed by Wallace(16) to be a single unit. Until recently I assumed this to be true. But recognition of their separateness enables us to understand how the buffer zone at the Forks came to be marginally utilized after 1730 by a specific group of people from New Jersey as part of a general pattern of migration away from traditional homelands. It is now clear that despite extensive movement on the part of numerous Native American groups their respective cultural identities and integrity remained intact. The existence of cultural distinctions, discerned among the descendants of the Lenape and their neighbors throughout the 18th and 19th centuries, appear to have continued into the 20th century. Therefore, the geographic boundaries which previously separated these people do not seem to have been a requirement to their maintenance of cultural boundaries after migration from their homelands.

The "Forks of Delaware", the area central to our concern, denotes the area between the Lehigh and Delaware Rivers above Easton,
Pennsylvania. The "Forks of Delaware in Pennsylvania..." was recognized and distinguished as a specific geographic area by Brainerd in 1744(19) during the period of missionary activity in that region. He clearly wished to distinguish this Forks area from another identified in documents from New York and many from New Jersey, also as the "forks of the Delaware" but actually referring to an area above Port Jervis located between the upper Delaware River (often called the Fishkill) and the Neversink River.(20) Our interest here concerns only the Forks area of Pennsylvania and the use of this region by the cultures of the lower Delaware River valley. Brainerd's missionary work in the Forks, like that of the Moravians, was directed toward a population now known to have been recent immigrants (post 1730) from the Jerseys into an area of Pennsylvania which in the past had served as a buffer zone between the populations.(21)

What factors led the Jerseys to occupy this area? A preface note regarding the nature of "buffer zones" may help our understanding by providing clarification as to the cultural meaning of this region for the people who originally used its resources but did not live there. An area where two cultures meet is often called a "frontier". Many definitions exist for this term. Generally it is not a "line" as in modern political states but rather a "transitional area, a zone of mixture and interaction, where societies meet."(22) Like Shennan,(23) Waselkov and Paul(24) also believe that the cultural units relating to a frontier "are recognizable in the archaeological record", a point which would be valuable for this study. I am not yet convinced of this, but the orderly (non-archaeological) methodology which led to this assertion certainly calls for ethnographic or historical research to verify what the archaeological evidence suggests. I propose here to reverse the approach used by the scholars just cited and to examine the documentary evidence before considering archaeological data.

Waselkov and Paul(25) caution that studies of frontiers need to be differentiated from those dealing with acculturation or colonization processes. The material culture of foraging peoples may not provide sufficient evidence to make possible a differentiation of adjacent sides in a boundary area. But the zone of the interface may be identified by the types of sites located within it. L. Lavin,(26) in a personal comment to me, expressed the belief that lithic information from archaeological sites can be used to recognize cultural spheres, thus enabling us to infer the locations of boundaries which had existed between foraging peoples.

The archaeological aspects of determining boundaries between foraging peoples need not concern us at this time. We possess sufficient historical information to be able to identify and distinguish between individual members of the Lenape and Jersey bands. We can also trace the movement patterns of these individuals within and beyond the Delaware Valley and are therefore able to test Lavin's theories in application to the pre-contact Lenape where ethnographic data are available, and the problem of defining buffer zones is made simple.

For example, Arthur Ray(27) provides an outstanding description of the "parklands" ecological zone lying between two cultures and serving as a "buffer zone". He demonstrates(28) that in 1765 the territories utilized by the Cree and Ojibwa overlapped slightly, but that the Assiniboine range was greatly overlapped by that of the Cree. Other data(29) show that the Assiniboine also used lands far to the south, and that the area of "overlap" served only for their winter residences. The "buffer zone", in effect, appears to have been an area utilized for different resources by two different groups at different times of the year. This represents a pattern of land use which is also common among many animal species and enables two or more groups to benefit from the same or from different resources in a single area without coming into conflict.(30)

Other examples of such "buffer zones" can be documented from the historic period. Some show an area which was "not only a contested sector, but a preserve for game of certain kinds".(31) Other zones, such as the "large tracts of unoccupied or sparsely occupied country..." which separated Chippewa villages from the Santec and the Yankton "constituted a kind of 'no man's land', a buffer between them and the Dakota with whom <sic> they carried on almost endless warfare."(32) Thus military, economic, social, and other functions, alone or in combination, may be served by such buffer areas.

The presence of overlapping territories (or wholly unoccupied but intermittently utilized) buffer areas is a characteristic of foraging peoples. Sharer(33) suggests that it is only with the development of the state that we see the emergence of fixed boundary "lines" or actual borders. Boundary "line" seems to have no useful application among foragers. This is implied in Bishop's discussion(34) of the ways in which foraging groups organize their territories in response to political factors rather than subsistence concerns, possibly as a result of European contacts. Conversely, Arnauld (Ms.), by pointing to the Tactic Valley in Guatemala, suggests that a "no man's land" existed only during theLate Classic period (600-900 A.D.), a time when the Maya states of Central America were at their zenith. Recognizing and understanding what interaction existed between territorial use and socio-economic concerns in a given buffer zone provides clues on how a culture was organized, how its members interacted with their neighbors, and how or why changes in their relationships took place.

The Forks Buffer Zone: Its Economic Basis

Recent studies have pinpointed for us in detail the locations of jas-
per deposits throughout the Lehigh hills south of the Lehigh River, along the northern margin of Lenape territory. These famous geological resources, a variety of chert, were important to the tool kits of the native Americans who occupied this region. At the proto-Lenape Overpeck Site in nearby Bucks County, the material from Zone 5 (which I date to about 1550 A.C.) shows that black flint was the preferred stone, with Jasper the second most common stone used for tools (37). Material from Zone 3, which I believe dates from about 1600 A.C., suggests that the preferred lithics were “jasper, followed by argillite and black flint.” Hatch and Miller describe the course of the jasper bearing “Reading Prong,” as it is called, through northern New Jersey and the west along the Lehigh Valley and continuing to the southwest along the Hardyston Formation to the town of Macungie in Pennsylvania. The town of Durham lies along the southern margin of this area, near the center of this line of geological deposits. This strip lies adjacent to the northern edge of Lenape territory, which we know to have extended up to Tohickon Creek, the next stream feeding the Delaware River to the south of the confluence of the Delaware with the Lehigh. Lenape territory does not appear to have extended north of Tohickon Creek, which was the most northerly boundary noted when they sold lands to William Penn.

Geologically we find that the many outcrops of chert (jasper) along this strip appear to be distinguishable by various analytical techniques. Of potential cultural significance is the demonstration of some geographic and temporal differences in chert acquisition patterns by Native American groups. Lavin has distinguished at least twenty-seven separate chert formations in this region, and others may exist. Note also should be made of the presence of a rhyolite procurement area to the east of the town of Macungie. This hard stone was important in making the tools which were necessary for the manufacture of other artifacts, as in the quarrying and shaping of soapstone bowls.

This important resource zone was too valuable to allow this area to be incorporated into the territory of any single culture. This area was not within the territory of any one group, but included places where people lived and had access to all of the valuable items available within that zone. By allowing the jasper rich strip of land just south of the Lehigh River to remain a free access zone, the peoples of this region reduced potential sources of conflict among themselves.

Another important function of this kind of area is its role in forming a social boundary through the mutual avoidance of a territory where the boundaries are delineated by naturally occurring resources. Barnard has described such areas for the Kalahari Bushmen. Bishop says that this way of maintaining boundaries was typical of foraging people because "perimeter defense never existed among pristine egalitarian foragers". Eyman offers us an example of both shared resources and lack of perimeter defense, and how these were altered after contact. The Minnesota catlinite (pipestone) quarries, prior to 1800, "had been a sacred area to which all tribes had peaceable access." This resource area was seized about 1800 A.C. by the Dakota, who took exclusive control and then used the pipestone which they quarried to begin direct commerce with all other tribes in the area. The Dakota had taken advantage of their power to exclude their neighbors from access to this resource in order to become wealthy and further increase their power.

Cashdan views "social boundary defense" as a form of territoriality. The uses which areas such as the Forks served gave them the function of a spatial separating mechanism making possible identification and preservation of social groups. They were not merely a "buffer" area for defending territories. I had formerly held the view that the Forks had been used only as a social boundary. I even searched for a similar boundary to the south of the Lenape area. I realized now that this northern buffer area served primarily economic purposes. The social factors, if any were quite secondary. To be sure, the Forks region helped the Lenape, Jerseys, Munsee, Susquehannock, and perhaps others to maintain socio-cultural segregation, but probably as an indirect result of the understanding that all were to have equal access to its vital resources. The main point to be made is probably that such boundaries were not established by random chance but reflect recognition of particular resource zones vital to more than one group. In our case, it made possible for the people of this region the utilization of the many jasper outcrops without "trespassing" on each other's hunting areas.

With the replacement of indigenous lithic tools by European metal tools, around 1650 for the Forks region, its resources became increasingly important. By 1725, some seventy-five years later, stone tools had become obsolete among the local native American peoples. The Forks region became for all practical purposes an empty territory into which members of one specific culture could move following the sale of their lands in the Jerseys without arousing opposition.

The use of the Forks area involved at least four different cultures prior to 1700 and probably reflects different periods of the year and the schedules followed to collect different resources (jasper, rhyolite, meat, plants). That conflict appears to have been absent in this zone suggests that the sharing of resources precluded conflicts at least until after the increasing importance of the fur trade wrought various changes in socio-economic patterns.

This approach to sharing resources is paralleled by another lithic access method described by Gramly for New Hampshire. In application to the Forks area, its occupation after 1730 by Jerseys may
reflect also two complementary native perceptions of the Forks. First, those cultures (Lenape, Munsee, etc.) using this zone intermittently may have perceived the use by other groups as constituting sufficient reason to avoid any attempt to occupy the land on a permanent basis. After 1700, and the end of stone tool use by these peoples, the Jerseys may have perceived the region as unoccupied and available for settlement. The Lenape, on the other hand, were at that time moving directly west into territory formerly held by the Susquehannock. After the dispersal of the Susquehannock (1674/75), the Lenape moved into their lands and also replaced the Susquehannock as brokers in the fur trade. This lucrative opportunity left the relatively resource-poor Forks area entirely available to the Jerseys.

These data regarding buffer zones may be significant with regard to present theories of culture change, as well as to archaeological interpretations of the past. The ideas of several scholars interested in how frontiers and boundaries relate to social systems and social change are of general interest here. The evidence which I presented in 1983 established the presence of the Forks area as a boundary. The data just discussed identified the purposes it served. What remains to be done now is to demonstrate how the Forks region was used following its decline as a lithic resource area. An understanding of the new uses to which this region was put will also help us to reconstruct and understand the cultural boundaries and the history which marked both the Delaware Valley and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.

In 1981 a program was launched specifically designed to locate new documents and to reanalyze those already known about the Lenape in preparation for renewed archaeological research. The information which as a result was gleaned from the historical records suggests that the linguistic and cultural distances between the Jerseys and Lenape were greater than their spatial separation by the Delaware River. That the river served a such an important boundary carries profound implications for anthropological theory and the interpretation of evidence recovered from excavations as well as for the archaeological research strategies to be pursued in the future. Even the historic claims which the Jerseys made to lands on the west side of the Delaware River can now be judged with greater validity.

That some cultural "merging" through intermarriage may have taken place between Lenape and Jerseys during and after the late Colonial period may be assumed but does not negate what the evidence suggests, namely, that these two populations remained distinct in the maintenance of their cultural traditions. Both cultures were matrilineal at that time. A child born of a marriage between members from each group belonged by definition, to the kin group and culture of the mother. After 1740 the "core" members of the Lenape bands moved west, the majority of the Jerseys found their way to Canada. Those who remained behind turned to agricultural pursuits and often accepted Christianity or affiliated with European-derived society in other ways. They appear to have gradually merged with the colonial population, becoming part of the multi-ethnic American society without ties to their "native" identity.

The Lenape Bands of Pennsylvania

In examining the various histories of Lenape bands we must note that not all behaved in the same way, nor did they change at the same rate, nor did all individuals in one group act in concert in all events. The term "core", as used above, refers to those members of the culture who maintained the old traditions and attempted to sustain a way of life which was hard-pressed to survive in the areas along the westward moving colonial frontier. Those people adhering to the traditional life used their native languages to transmit the ceremonial, the mortuary rituals and other cultural elements which were necessary to maintain group integrity and personal identification.

Since the Lenape people never maintained a single cohesive residential unit, their cultural integrity can be understood only by examining the dynamics of their several bands (of kin-related individuals) and the interaction of each band with the land resources available to their collective use. The traditional Lenape lived in a series of small foraging bands, each of which utilized the resources of one or more of the river valleys leading into the Delaware River. Although we can identify many of these bands at various points in time, the actual number of them and the size of their specific territories (extended family foraging zones) varied greatly through time.

In the earliest Contact Period, individual Lenape bands, represented by the adult male members, sold, by deed, sections of their lands to various European traders and colonists. Ultimately, William Penn, over a period of 20 years (1681-1701), systematically purchased all Lenape owned land. After the sales to Penn, many Lenape individuals, and perhaps some entire bands, left the area, but most of the core members continued to live within the limits of their former territories. There were considerable variations in the ways in which each band, and even specific members within any band, acted after these sales. Those Lenape who left the Delaware Valley generally settled to the west in the area controlled by the Susquehannock prior to their dispersal. We know, for example, that at least some of the Lenape (perhaps only a few families) were living along the Susquehanna River already by the end of the seventeenth century, and that their numbers continued to grow rapidly.
Evidence for this Lenape presence there comes from several sources. The Markham report of 1696 refers to "out" Indians (Lenape) now on the Susquehanna. A Lenape named Sasoonan was settled at Peshtang above Conestago by 1709.(55) Where he lived thereafter is less certain, possibly on Tulepehocken Creek or perhaps to the west of the Susquehanna where other Lenape were settling as part of their westward movement. By 1717 Lenape were noted as being among the many cultures which had relocated to the Susquehanna. (56)

By 1725, when Sasoonan was resident at Shamokin, some of his fellow Lenape already had moved even further west to "Kittanning" in the Ohio River drainage. By the time Sasoonan died (1747) some former members of his group were living on the west branch of the Susquehanna River while others had relocated to the Ohio country. Sasoonan was but one individual belonging to an "associated" small group, whose members by no means always acted in concert. How many such Lenape bands lived in Pennsylvania at any one time we still do not know, and the several Jersey bands had a completely independent and very different history of interaction with the colonists.

Recent progress made in ethnology and a new trend toward archival research as "above ground" archaeology has produced evidence that enables us to differentiate between the Lenape and the Jerseys. On the northern periphery of the Lenape territory was an area of considerable size which provided lithic resources and a foraging area as well as a buffer zone between members of proximal cultures. (57) The boundaries between cultures need not have been well defined. (58) But between the Jerseys and the Lenape clear demarcation was provided by the Delaware River. Intermittent and overlapping utilization of interterritorial areas by proximal populations is common, and in the case of this river border mutual use of its resources would be expected.

Before 1750 the combined total population of the Lenape and Jerseys probably never exceeded 1,000. Their numbers actually may have increased after European contact. (59) The interdependence which developed between the natives and Colonial farmers provided these foragers with new sources of food as well as with access to reserves during winter famines. Colonial land clearing also opened large areas to brush, which provided better forage for deer. If the deer population increased, the native population also may have increased. Regardless of these early (1630-1680) responses to contact, we can also demonstrate the later (post 1700) aggregation of Lenape bands. This "coalescence", however, appears to be indicated only through the Colonial records reflecting interaction with the larger bands operating well to the west of their original territory. Those bands still functioning in the Delaware Valley after 1700, such as the Okehocking (60) and the neighboring and better documented Brandywine band, are rarely mentioned in official records. Beyond a few documents referring to the unusual grant of land (by title) made to the Okehocking, they never appear as a unit in the known documents. How many such small bands existed we may never know, but we do know that their numbers cannot have been very great.

Distinguishing between Lenape and Jerseys

In order to demonstrate the cultural distinctions between the Lenape and the Jerseys in the early historic period we must demonstrate that they maintained spatial separation, a negligible rate of intermarriage, and an independent pattern of migration away from their homeland. Different rates of acculturation of the Lenape as distinct from the Jerseys, e.g. in adopting European names, (61) have been noted, but these could be a result of differing economic circumstances (ecological) or simply a reflection of independent response modes common throughout this region. (62)

The focal point of this paper will be native migration into the buffer zone which was known as the Forks of Delaware. We can demonstrate that the "settlers" came from New Jersey and not from the adjacent area which was Lenape territory. What follows on these pages, therefore, is an historic reconstruction utilizing all of the appropriate evidence now available for the Forks area and adjacent territory. The analysis of these data also shed light on problems regarding shifting colonial frontiers, the manor system in Pennsylvania, and other matters relating to local native populations and why each of these small groups responded to European contact as they did.

If the Forks of Delaware was largely an uninhabited buffer area during the period 1500-1730, then we should expect to find no evidence for consistent native occupation and few colonial references to native use of the area of Lehigh (Lechay) prior to 1730. Conversely, when the earliest known documents mentioning this area are studied we would expect that all native persons cited as being resident or active in this territory would be individuals whom we can demonstrate as not having been born nor raised in the area of the Forks.

The Forks as an Uninhabited Buffer Zone

During the first European contacts in the early sixteenth century the development of the fur trade must have intensified utilization of all buffer areas in eastern North America. This increased interest in fur resources may have created true and specific family hunting territories from the larger land units collectively shared by a band. (63)
fur trade led to the rapid increase in Susquehannock power between 1525 and 1550. This enabled these people of the lower Susquehanna drainage to expand their influence into the lower Delaware River Valley, territory occupied by the pre-contact Lenape. The Susquehannock probably had forced the Lenape out of part of their range by 1600, and certainly out of the area of the Christina and Schuylkill drainage by 1620 to 1630.

The Forks area buffer zone was a common resource area as well as a region separating the proto-Susquehannock from the proto-Lenape before 1600. Growing Susquehannock power after 1600, based on trade-wealth, led to their domination of the entire southeastern part of Pennsylvania. During this time both the Lenape and the Jersey, like other Native Americans, worked to maximize their gains from what resources they had available and maneuvered to keep both their neighbors and various Europeans at bay.

Only one reference from this early contact period serves to indicate the extent of Lenape territory. Yong's report of 1634(65) includes an interview with an old "king" living in the area of the falls (near present Trenton). This elder (Lenape?) reported that he was familiar with the area "at the head of the River" (Delaware). A long time before he and his people had hunted there, but since the war with the Susquehannock his people did not go beyond the mountains. The hunting area described in this narrative may have been in the Forks, and the mountains noted may refer to the Blue Mountains which lie to the south of the junction of the Lehigh with the Delaware River. These mountains were at the northern margin of Lenape territory.

This report suggests that the Forks hunting area lay beyond the lands held by the Lenape in the period prior to 1600, and is consistent with land sale data from the 17th century.(66)

The complex events of the years from 1600 to 1700 have yet to be documented fully. The evidence available which relates to the Forks of Delaware has been interpreted to indicate that the area had no early claimants, but this may be an artifact of other circumstances. A brief review of what is known will help put our subsequent elaborations in perspective.

By 1670 colonial expansion in New England and Virginia, and native maneuvering in the fur trade had led to wars of extermination between native groups as well as between colonists, with their native allies, and still other aboriginals. The foraging Jerseys, like the Lenape, kept low profiles during this period, probably due to low population densities and considerable territorial flexibility. Their homeland also happened to be located in an area marginal to the interests of both the British and the Dutch. Clever political maneuvering also allowed the Munsee to survive despite their involvement in several conflicts with the Dutch.(67) On 23 April 1660 a report reached New Amsterdam of fighting up the Hudson River at Esopus.(68) "Eleven Minisingsh <Munsee> savages had been killed among those of the Esopus." This indicates that the Munsee were at that time allied with the Esopus, one of the groups living along the Hudson River. These Hudson River groups, like their Delaware River counterparts, were known collectively as the "River Indians".

The term "Minisink", with its locative ending, refers to an area or location pertaining to the Munsee.(69) The term "Munsee ... meaning 'person from Minisink'"(70) was often used interchangeably with Minisink in European documents. Quite possible the area called "Minisink" had changed through time(71) reflecting changes in the location of the primary village of the Munsee. Like each of the Five Nations of central New York, the Munsee may have had a large village and possible small satellite settlements. Neither the Lenape nor the Jerseys ever had a village-centered settlement.

The Esopus and Munsee alliance did not concern the Susquehannock (Minguas) and certainly did not interfere with their trade. Although prior to 1655 some Susquehannock furs were brought overland to be traded in New Amsterdam (because the Dutch offered better prices for these goods than the impoverished Swedes), after this date the Susquehannock carried their goods to Altena (formerly Fort Christina, and now Wilmington). The Susquehannock also carried messages between the colonial cities and otherwise enjoyed good relations with the Dutch. This successful interaction of the 1650's, however, was to come to an abrupt end as the English conquest of the Dutch colony altered the political structure and military alliances of the region.

English control of this entire region shifted political antagonisms from a national to a religious basis. The Catholic Marylanders now saw an opportunity to incorporate the former Dutch territory along their northern border by the traditional "right of conquest". The Maryland colony, which formerly had been an ally of the Susquehannock nation, turned on them in 1674 and joined forces with the Five Nations.(72) This new coalition rapidly achieved a successful dismemberment of Susquehannock power, giving the Five Nations as well as the Marylanders claims, by right of conquest, to the lands held by the Susquehannock along the Susquehanna River, as well as areas to the west which had been under Susquehannock suzerainty. Neither group, however, had the power to occupy these lands. Soon after, the English Crown settled a religiously neutral colony in the contested area: The Religious Society of Friends (Quakers).

For the allied Esopus and Munsee,(73) as well as the Lenape, the demise of the Susquehannock made available an enormous territory and all of its resources. The ability to move into these lands, no longer opposed by the Susquehannock, enabled the Lenape and others...
to develop new territorial and political strategies which were to serve them well over the next seventy-five years.

The Lenape were skilled at manipulating invading native peoples and also the Europeans who came to their land. In 1638 Peter Minuut, leading a Swedish expedition, built Fort Christina, where Wilmington, Delaware now stands. Minuut wished to profit from trade with the Susquehannock, who had recently taken control of this area from the Lenape. Formerly the Susquehannock had taken most of their furs into the Chesapeake area, but disruptions in 1622, and possible other reasons at an earlier date, led them to use the Elk River and a portage to Mineus Creek to take their furs to the lower Delaware River.(74) The Dutch have been known to have begun trading along the Delaware River as early as 1623, before Fort Nassau was established. This new trade route obviated the need to carry furs on a long overland route to Fort Amsterdam.

The locations along the Delaware River of the Swedish Fort Christiana and the Dutch forts Nassau and later Beverie were clearly indicated that furs, by 1638, were coming primarily from the west and not from the Lehigh or Upper Delaware River, beyond the Forks of Delaware. Either the Forks area was a poor producer of furs, possibly having been hunted out, or furs from the Forks area were carried out toward the east and not downstream. This point regarding sources of furs is made clear in a document of 28 January 1636 in which the Dutch note that they built Fort Nassau in 1626 at a distance 16 leagues up the Delaware river, this "...being their southern frontier...", and that "...Beavers reede, down the river on the west bank, about the lands of the Schuykill; a place wonderfully convenient and so called on account of the Beaver trade which was prosecuted there to a considerable amount with the natives and Indians."(75) The locations of these forts, both being near the mouth of the Schuylkill River, clearly indicate that furs were then coming from the west, and probably not from the Forks area to the north. Our understanding of why the Forks of Delaware was not an area often mentioned in the fur trade of that time is not increased. Hunters in the Forks most easily could have brought their furs down river for sale, as they did at a later date after the settlement at the Falls of Delaware (now Trenton) had been developed.

The end of Susquehannock power by 1675 also correlates with the decline in the importance of the fur trade, for reasons which remain unclear. Certainly the postulated near-extinction of beaver and other valuable fur-bearing animals throughout this region would have reduced the local supply, but this assumption has not been documented. The complex and lengthy trading network to the west, controlled previously by the Susquehannock, may have been severely disrupted by their dispersion and this may have affected the supply of available furs. Reestablishing this network may have taken some time.

However, furs continued to be a valuable commodity and many Lenape (by now consistently called "Delaware" by the Europeans) increasingly became involved as middlemen in the fur trading from the west. The land sales by the Lenape to William Penn after 1681 probably were based on several distinctively different assumptions, foremost among which must have been the availability of the lands formerly held by the Susquehannock. Second, many Lenape may have assumed that English population expansion after 1681 would not be at a rate greater than that of the Swedish or Dutch in prior years. This false idea was contradicted by natives visiting from their homes in English dominated areas in New England, but these warnings were not of interest to, or were ignored by, the Lenape.

English expansion after 1681 certainly stimulated the general withdrawal of the Lenape bands to the west, into lands formerly controlled by the now scattered Susquehannock. As early as 1683 Penn attempted to purchase title to these lands along the Susquehanna River as part of securing clear title to all lands for which he had a claim through the Crown. He was thwarted until 13 January 1696, when he negotiated purchase of this territory from Governor Dongan of New York,(77) who had recently purchased the rights from the "conquering" Seneca. Penn later(78) reconfirmed this 1696 purchase from Dongan through a separate agreement with the "Susquehanna Indians", which by that time described a collection of displaced native groups led by remnants of the Susquehannock Nation who returned to a location near their former principal village along the river. By the 1690's this region had become a haven for various groups displaced from their own native territories, including few Lenape who no longer wished to tolerate the growing European influences on the daily life of Native Americans then resident in the Delaware Valley.

The more distantly situated territory of the Munsee(79) was above the Water Gap and extended south and westward toward the Forks of Delaware, but did not reach it. Only after the 1730's do we find a few Munsee actually resident in the Forks, along with the recently relocating Jerseys. The first European colonists settling in the Munsee realm on the Upper Delaware River came into that area via New York. The aboriginal inhabitants of this area had maintained a focus and cultural interaction pattern with the people of the lower Hudson River drainage both in the pre-contact period and on into the colonial era.(80) Munsee cultural connections clearly were with the Mahican, Esopus, and other of the Hudson (or North) "River Indians". These various groups also later affiliated in the face of colonial expansion.(81)

Of greatest importance to our subject is the nearly total absence of references to the Forks in any of the numerous accounts of Native American activities or colonial interactions during these years.
of complex social and political history. As well shall see in the following section, the few references to this region which now are known, all indicate just how peripheral it was to developments in this period.

The Forks of Delaware: Early Occupants

Lechauwitatanz(82) was the Lenape locative term which referred to one part of the area in the "Forks of Delaware" bounded by the Lehigh River. The English abbreviated the word, and the river and the area above it (to the north) came to be known as "Lechay" (Lehigh). That portion which lies to the south and west of the Water Gap, down to the junction of the Lehigh and the Delaware River, is now Northampton County, Pennsylvania. Surprisingly, this region played no prominent part in the early years of Pennsylvania's colonial history.(83) The Colonial settlement along the lower Delaware, concentrating at Philadelphia after 1680, generally expanded toward the west rather than moving north up the river. What limited movement upstream there was, was interrupted at the Falls (Trenton). In contrast, the rich lands of modern Bucks County were settled quite early.

Of equal note is the observation that the area of the Forks of Delaware was not important to the Munsee at any time in colonial history despite its proximity to their traditional territory. The extensive document search in the Philadelphia records noted earlier produced almost nothing that would shed light concerning the native American population occupying the area of the Forks of the Delaware prior to 1700.(84) This absence of information characterized also the searches made through the records pertaining to the areas of New York and northern New Jersey.(85) The lack of colonial interest, because of the area's negligible value to early Pennsylvanians and New Yorkers, may explain the scarcity of pertinent documentation.

Grumet's extensive search for documents relating to the Munsee, whom he at first believed to occupy the area of the Forks, produced only the two relevant discussions of European activities around 1700, regarding John Hans Steelman and James Letort, analyzed below. Such absence of documentation, may, of course, also reflect the loss of records or simply an inability to locate them. However, my extensive review of the references to the Forks which do exist, leads me to conclude that documents are scarce because there was so little native or colonial interest in the area. To make a clear case for my assertion that the Forks area was peripheral in nature, indirect evidence must be reviewed, which is to say, we must establish just what it was that was important then to the various groups surrounding the Forks in the 17th and early 18th centuries.

During the late 1600's Governor Thomas Dongan of New York had been concerned with the activities of various French traders then working on the Schuylkill River.(86) As noted earlier, the Schuylkill river route from the Delaware River to the Susquehanna appears to have developed as a major trade artery in the early seventeenth century and continued in use for over 100 years.(87) Thus traders tended to locate along this waterway or at positions along the Susquehanna River which led to this route. Dongan's concern with the Schuylkill area rather than for waterways closer to New York, such as the huge Lehigh River, reflects the importance of the Schuylkill route in native trade from the West. Obviously, these French (Canadian) traders were funneling furs along a route which, in bypassing New York, was depriving Dongan's native and colonial subjects of the economic advantages to be gained from these activities. Dongan's concerns also indicate for us the routes used in that trade.

Foremost among those French traders, who often lived with their clients, married among them, and otherwise achieved considerable success as agents in the fur trade, was the family Letort.(88) The elder Letort did considerable business in Pennsylvania but were not operating as agents for William Penn. They had routed their private goods to the north of Philadelphia and then through Burlington, New Jersey(89) to avoid payments of taxes or duty on their trade. They continued to enjoy moderate success in the last quarter of the seventeenth century even though this was a slack period in the fur trade. Toward the end of this period Shawnee and other remnant groups, including some Lenape, were settling along the Susquehanna frontier and were participating in the fur trade. Despite Dongan's interest in controlling this trade and routing it through New York, records of these mercantile activities are rare. Similarly, records for the process of Colonial expansion into the area of the Forks, so central to all of these events being discussed clearly reflect an absence of any Native American population in the Forks at the date.

The peripheral nature of the Forks also is suggested by the brevity of the few early references to it as well as the specific content of these notes. The very interesting and well-known interpreter to the Lenape, Lasse Cock,(90) provides one such item. After Cock's death, which seems to have been about 1699, his estate billed William Penn's estate (?) for a series of Lenape related activities, including "To Journey by Order of Govr Markham to Lahhai ...".(91) The nature of this unspecified mission to the "Indians" has not been determined, nor has it been explained through the reading of any other known documents. Quite probably Markham wanted to know the extent of Lenape territory or occupation, since he was negotiating land purchases for Penn, or if any other native people living in that area were potential claimants. Markham also may have been interested in the fur trade. Elsewhere in this document natives are noted as being
at three other locations: Schuylkill, Fall <Trenton> and Christiana <Wilmington area? >. Certainly the goals of my investigation would be more easily reached if we had a record of Markham's orders of Cock's report on the 1682?) trip to Lehigh and could date these events with precision. Even the date "1682" which appears on the reference cited may not be the correct date of his journey, although it seems consistent with Penn's immediate concern for information about native land owners in relation to his planned land purchases. I assume that Cock found the Forks area to be uninhabited by any permanent occupants, and therefore unowned. Penn and his agents, therefore, had no need to pursue land owners beyond the Toliicon or Durham Creek area, which was the farthest northern area which was claimed as property by any Lenape band. Between the year 1681 and 1701 Penn or his agents secured deeds to all Lenape territory.(92) The absence of native-owned land beyond Toliicon Creek meant that no claimants would come forward to contest title. But later events were to create some interesting situations concerning this odd piece of territory.

In 1701 the proprietors moved to prohibit all trade with the native inhabitants of the Commonwealth except by license. In particular they wished to restrain the Maryland trader, John Hans Steelman,(93) from doing business with the native people "at Lechay or ye forks of Delaware"(94). Penn himself wrote to "Jno. Hans." on 22 April 1701 to remind Steelman that he had promised to visit with Penn to discuss this trade, but had failed to do so. Now, since Steelman was acting "contrary to our Laws, I have ye fore Stopt thy Goods intended for Lechay, till..." such time as Steelman should present himself and give satisfaction.(95) Since Steelman was a signatory to the treaty of 1701, made with the various Native American groups then resident along the Susquehanna, we may infer that at least some resolution of his trading problems had been achieved.

Although the area of Lechay is mentioned, the reference is not to a town or to inhabitants of the region. The ethnic identity of the natives trading at "Lechay" is not stated, but they must have, at that time, represented several different cultures.

Also concerned with trade in that region during the early years of the eighteenth century was young James Letort of Pennsylvania.(96) Letort, like Steelman, spoke Lenape and possibly other native languages and often acted as an interpreter or translator in treaties with the Lenape people. Both Letort and Steelman were signatories to the confirmation treaty of 23 April 1701 with the several remnant groups of "Indians" on the Susquehanna.(97) Penn's attempt to restrain Steelman's economic activities suggest that he may have had official sanction to trade with native peoples at Lechay (and possibly elsewhere?) and that Steelman was encroaching upon him.(98) Since no further mention has been found of trade in the Forks area one may infer that the value of such activity rapidly declined after 1701, becoming so low as to make it unprofitable. Participation in the thriving trade with western fur trappers via outposts on the Allegheny river must have become the goal of all aspiring traders during the first years of the 18th century.

The few other early references to Lechay reflect the peripheral nature of the area as well as indicating that the Proprietor's primary concern with the Forks was its position on the frontier of the colony and for maintaining security against the Five nations. At a Council at Philadelphia 21 May 1701, pursuant to a "Resolution made by this Board on the 17th Instant" regarding reports concerning the Indians, "the Govr informed the council that after the Sessions a Certain Young Swede arriving from Lechay brought abuse that he got 3rd Day last some Young men of that place going out a hunting, being a little while gone..." thought they heard Senecas shooting. The report later was proved groundless,(99) but the anxiety about such matters reflects continual problems along the frontier.(100) For our study it is notable that Lechay was then a "place" with which young men could be associated, but we do not know if they were residents or transient hunters. The latter case is more probable. A month later, at the meeting of 26 July 1701, concern with the sale of rum to the Lenape led the Council to summon to Philadelphia for consultation five Lenape elders.(101) These includes three elders from Christina, Indian Harry of Conestoga, and "Oppenemyhowk at Lechay". Note that this last named Lenape was cited as being "at" Lechay, rather than "from" Lechay, possibly suggesting a temporary residence there. Heckewelder(102) presents a slightly garbled listing of these five individuals. The reference to Oppenemyhowk, as it appears in the Colonial Records, is different in form from those references which speak of the "Schuylkill Indians" or the "Indians on Brandywine" as collective groups. Oppenemyhowk may have been an isolate, perhaps along with his nuclear family, temporarily living at Lechay. No record is known of the actual gathering of Oppenemyhowk and the other four elders summoned to Philadelphia. These two references (the false alarm about the Senecas and the call for a consultation of elders) suggest that some Lenape may have been resident in the Forks at the beginning of the 18th century, but I suspect that at best these were only a few trappers using this buffer region in a very traditional and intermittent fashion and maintaining more permanent summer residences elsewhere.

In 1704 Oppenemyhowk, noted earlier as having thought to have been at Lechay in July of 1701, together with eight other "kings" (none of whom are named) visited William Penn, Jr. at Pennsbur<(103) This group must have represented some of the various Lenape bands then operating in their homeland, but this 1704 account makes no reference to "Lechay". Heckewelder(104) completely
garbles this account but correctly notes that Oppeneynhook was among the visitors. Where Oppeneynhook was resident (summering) in 1704 remains unknown.

Although locational or regional (river) designations for Lenape bands, such as Schuykill or Brandywine, continued to be used, the actual settlement zones of the various Lenape groups continued to shift.(105) As noted earlier, by 1704 some Lenape also were located in formerly unoccupied regions along the Susquehanna and even further west, often close by other displaced peoples. By 1704 groups of Shawnee had come from the west to settle at both Conestoga "town" along the Susquehanna River as well as at Pechoquealing on the upper Delaware, where they became important negotiators in what was left of the Local fur trade. The occupants of these two widely separated locations are known because they are among many mentioned in October of 1704 when James Letort (1704) submitted a petition for compensation for "Indian Debts" incurred in his trading with the Shawnee at "Canishtoga" and "Pachoqualmah".(106) The Shawnee are believed to have occupied that latter "town" from 1694 to 1728,(107) and also to have had an equally long period of residence in their separate enclave at "Canishtoga".

Letort's petition, covering six sheets of manuscript, provide references to fifty-eight different natives (fifty-six directly named, two indirectly noted), but no indication as to which of six or more possible cultures each of these individuals might have belonged (Lenape, Munsee, Jersey, Shawnee, Susquehannock remnants, or any of the Five Nations). Nor do we know where specific individuals were trading with Letort. I presume that the majority of these fifty-eight people, some of whom are women, were Shawnee. However, the name Lapwewinsole (a Jersey) is the first listed on the fourth sheet of this document. Since Lapwewinsole was a Jersey who sold his own land rights there on 18 August 1713,(108) we can infer that he probably traded with Letort at Pechoquealing or at some other point along the Delaware. Since Letort was based at Burlington, and Lapwewinsole lived nearby in West Jersey, their interaction could have been anywhere in that region.

One of the few other people on the Letort list who now can be identified is Ohpimomhook (Oppeneynhook), whose name is the last to appear on sheet five.(109) First on that same page is an indirectly identified person noted as Oppimnook's (Opmemock's?) son-in-law. William Hunter(110) suggests that this may be the Lenape named Opemachum, who was with Sasocon in 1738.(111)

Why is it that we know so little of the remaining fifty-three individuals noted? Different spellings of these names fit not ease our task, but most likely most of these people were Shawnee, who as individuals are not well known from that period. Since the Shawnee did not have land rights at these settlements they were not involved in making land sales, which would have resulted in the writing of documents with numerous native signatories. Although some Shawnee appear as witnesses on various Pennsylvania land transfers, at present we do not have clear records for them and most of these names on Letort's list remain unknown from other documents. Some of the people mentioned by Letort are Lenape, and others are probably Munsee, and I would speculate that the latter culture is better represented. If many of these people trading with Letort were Munsee from the north of the Forks one can easily understand why at present we have no records for them after this period. On the whole the Munsee moved north in the 18th century, into New York and Canada. Since these areas are not in our research zone, individuals going in that direction are lost from our view and will be located only by studies in other areas which parallel the work done by the late William Hunter.(112)

We do know that a least one Munsee group, resident in New York in 1728, lived relatively near some Lenape then also living along the upper Susquehanna. At a Council held in Philadelphia on 6 June 1728, more than three months before the Confirmation Treaty of that year,(113) note was made that an Englishman had been killed in Snake Town. The governor demanded that the guilty persons from "that Nation to which they belonged..." be punished, and wanted to know who was their chief. The attending Lenape said that killers were the "Menysineks (who) live at the Forks of Susquehannah above Meehayomy, and their Kings name is Kindassowa". This is a clear reference to Munsee movements in the direction of the area of the Five Nations, but only reflects a pattern of relocation into an area as yet not clearly known.(114) This leaves incomplete our knowledge of these important people, as well as our understanding of the activities of those Lenape who were living in that area at that time.

Shawnee in the Area: Further Events in the Forks Region

To this day the origins of the Shawnee have not been determined.(115) They may be the displaced Monongahela people, archaeologically known from southwestern Pennsylvania(116) who "vanished" around 1660, and who may have become the "Black Minquas" often noted in the 1600's. In 1694 a group of Shawnee, whose origins are unknown, settled at the town of Pechoquealing (now Shawnee On Delaware) in Berks County, Pennsylvania some distance above the Delaware Water Gap and on the eastern margin of the Forks. They may have gone there at the invitation of the Munsee as suggested by Witthoft and Hunter,(117) or as a result of movements brought about by the dispersal of the Susquehannock in 1674-75. These Shawnee, like those who settled at Conestoga, were on the periphery of traditional
Lenape lands as well as on the periphery of the Forks buffer zone. At Pechoquealing they also were at the fringe of the area of direct interest to the Munsee. Geographical concerns, such as a desire for flood plain land on which to grow corn, may have been a factor in their decision regarding a settlement location. Why they did not settle within the Forks of Delaware, which had formerly been used by various bands for hunting and may still have been an open resource zone for several groups, is not known. No individuals can be identified in the general area of the Forks or its periphery at that time as permanent occupants and such an unoccupied buffer zone would have been the ideal place to locate these displaced Shawnee. Their presence anywhere in this area added security, or at least the potential for warnings against raiders going in either direction across this region.

The very sudden departure of the Shawnee from Pechoquealing in the summer of 1728(118) may relate to the political events which are associated with the 1728 confirmation treaty. Witthoft and Hunter(119) believe that about 1727 the Five Nations claimed that the Shawnee had become "women" (landless people who had become their dependents) and ordered the relocation of these Shawnee from "peahohqueloman" to "Meheaoaming" (Wyoming now Wilkes-Barre on the Susquehanna River). One of their actual and sudden departure to Wyoming in 1728, when their maize was still in the ground, remains unexplained. The relocation to the Susquehanna seems to have been achieved under the direction of the Shawnee leader Kakowatchey (also Kakowatchey). A Shawnee town called Malson is noted(121) and may be the name given to the specific Shawnee encampment within the district (series of settlements) generally called "Wyoming". Chapman(122) believed that these Shawnee settled on the west bank of the Susquehanna at the lower end of the valley, in an area still known as Shawnee Flats. Chapman also suggests that this was the first new settlement at Wyoming. A group of Shawnee, still under Kakowatchey, left Wyoming in 1744 and went to Chincuinge or Logstown (Ambridge), Pennsylvania on the Ohio River; but many remained at Wyoming under Paxinos until 1755, when the group broke up during the beginnings of the French and Indian War. The Shawnee at Logstown were joined by Shingas and his "Delaware" followers in 1754, when this settlement became known as Fort Duquesne.

An explanation of this Shawnee relocation in 1728 might provide insights into the events involved in other relocations throughout this region, particularly those which followed the 1728 confirmation treaty. The locations of Shawnee encampments were always outside the area of the Forks, but that may have been as much for ecological as political reasons. In any case, during the period from 1704 to 1733 we cannot locate a single direct mention of the Forks area in the documents. The confirmation deed of 1718, on which various Lenape reaffirmed the validity of their earlier land sales to Penn, reinforces the idea that the Forks had been a vacant area well beyond the traditional Lenape home range. Before going on the review this important document, a summary should be made of the earlier activities in the regions adjacent to the Forks.

Munsee: The People North of the Forks

As noted earlier, the Munsee were another population whose traditional lands were near the Forks, but who did not relocate in that direction. They occupied the lands north of Kittatinny (the Blue Mountain), according to Chapman(123) and probably controlled the entire upper reaches of the Delaware River up to the southern reaches of Five Nations territory(124). Despite status reduction and colonial pressures after 1670, and despite distant activities such as their participation with the Mahican in raids into Virginia after 1680(125) Munsee rarely appeared in the Forks. Wallace(126) believes that Teedyuscung's wife and her mother were Munsee, and that all three lived at Meniolagemka. Most of the Munsee later affiliated with the Mahican, but some lived near Lenape in settlements on the upper reaches of the Susquehanna, as well as in the more western areas during later years(127).

Many of the Munsee probably remained in their homeland and merged with Europeans. In what years the conservative bands left the area is not known, but some Munsee were on the Allegheny River by 1724(128). At least one group was living above (upstream) from Meehanomy at the Forks of Susquehanna in 1728, when a reference was made to them the year after the murder of an Englishman at Snake Town. Both the "Delaware" (Lenape?) and Conestoga people claimed that the "Menasink" had committed the crime, and that the guilty people lived at the Forks of Susquehanna under the "king" named Kindassowa(129). A Munsee village at Hazirok on the Susquehanna was noted in 1733(130). By the 1750's several clusters of these people can be identified as resident to the west, and other groups may have moved further north into Five Nations' territory.

Minutes of the Pennsylvania Council meeting of 27 March 1756 provide lists of native towns along the Susquehanna, most of which were inhabited by "Delawares". The area of Chinkanning is noted, as well as the 50 mile (80 km) strip along the river from Wyomink (Wyoming) to Diaghoma which was dotted with Native American hamlets(131). The "Delaware" always were noted as living in separate settlements. Therefore, the last page of these minutes, which notes that "Four Strings <of wampum came> with the Answer of the Delawares and Muses that lived at Diaghoma, ..." may be interpreted
to indicate that the only Munsee encampment was at Diahoga, with all the others in the area being "Delaware". (132) Although the numbers of Munsee moving west, as opposed to north, may have been small, their presence was always significant.

Like the Lenape migration, the Munsee movement west had begun before 1730. That some Munsee held on in their homeland until much later is suggested by a letter from the "Inhabitants of the Menesincks" received in Philadelphia on 19 May 1740 (133) and certainly many of these people never left the area.

The Extent of Lenape Territory

William Penn assiduously bought all Lenape land holdings in a systematic pattern. Working his way up the river, Penn purchased Lenape lands claimed by any Lenape. These lands extended no further than the area around Durham (or Tohickon) Creek. Subsequent dealings with the Governor of New York and the Five Nations in order to establish a northern border for the Commonwealth were made without mention to any other native population between Durham Creek and the New York border. Similarly, the early traders in the Forks area (around 1700) were dealing with members of several populations, primarily immigrant Shawnee, all of whom lived in well defined areas beyond and not including the Forks.

The Lenape confirmation deed of 17 September 1718 (later reaffirmed on 5 June 1728) verifies the earlier release to Penn of all Lenape land between the "Rivers of Delaware and Susquehanna, from Duck Creek to the Mountains on this side Lechay". (134) Hunter (135) and I believe these "Mountains" to be the low Lehigh hills along the present northwestern boundary of Bucks county, and not the higher range bounding present Allentown and Bethlehem. Since the Lehigh valley and the Forks area were not included in this release of 1718 we may infer that they were not believed by the Lenape to be part of their territorial range. Therefore, these lands could not have been sold to Penn or anyone by those Lenape involved in this confirmation treaty. Since no Lenape group (band) has been identified to the north of Durham Creek we must infer that the various "grantors" who gathered in 1718 included the northernmost residents of the Lenape people. Various Lenape bands were still resident on their traditional waterways (e.g. Brandywine band and the Okehocking), but perhaps the largest group was then active on the upper Schuylkill Valley.

One of these relocated Lenape was Sasoonan who had lived in the Peshtang area since 1709. (136) In 1728 Sasoonan (also known as Allumapees) showed no concern for the Forks area in his petition alleging recent land infringements, leading to a further reconfirmation treaty in that year. When Sasoonan (137) claimed that Lenape lands beyond the area covered by the 1718 confirmation treaty had not been paid for, he was referring to the area of the upper Schuylkill drainage and westly between the Lehigh hills and the Blue Mountains. Sasoonan's mention of the "Lechay hills" concerned only the extension of this mountain range to the southwest and not their course on the southern margin of the Forks. In the ensuing discussion of these particular boundaries, (138) James Logan incorrectly stated that the Lechay hills run from below Lechay (Forks of Delaware) to the hills on Susquehanna that lie about 10 miles (16 km) above Pex- tan, an observation which clearly was in error. Mr. Farmer, a participant in these discussions, corrected Logan by noting that these hills pass from Lechay to a few miles (ca. 5 km) above Oley. Beyond the Lechay hills lay the lands of the Tulephocken, where in 1728 Sasoonan and his kin maintained their summer residences. This geographical problem obviously was resolved in favor of the Lenape at this meeting. The Forks of Delaware was never a consideration in any of the land claims of the Lenape; but, as we shall see below, by 1728 a few Jersey already had located into the Forks. How much the Jersey used of this area was a result of Lenape westerly migration and how much was a function of mounting colonial pressures in East and West Jersey, we do not know. We do know, however, that as the Lenape presence in their homeland became less, the Jersey presence in the Forks (although never great) increased.

In 1732, a few years after the 1728 reconfirmation of the 1718 agreement, Sasoonan and six other Lenape elders sold any remaining rights they had to the "Lands lying on or near the River Schuylkill ... being between those Hills called Lechaig Hills and those called Keekachtanemin Hills, which cross the said River Schuylkill about Thirty Miles (48 km) above the said Lechaig Hills, ..." and all lands east and west between the Delaware and Susquehanna. (139) The Lenape in this sale of 7 September 1732 considered their land to include only the Schuylkill drainage out to the Keekachtanemin Hills (Kittochtni Hills, also called the Endless or Blue Mountains), (140) and northeast to the Lehigh River, which obviously excludes the Forks. However, this territorial delineation was not intended to reserve out the Forks area for these Lenape, because none of the Lenape bands considered the Forks as their land and subject to their use or sale. The vague wording of the 1732 deed (141) leaves the Proprietor's point of view regarding the northern boundaries in doubt, perhaps because they deliberately wanted to leave the borders uncertain. However, a more likely explanation is that these documents often allowed to provide specific limits since the Native American concepts of borders were general and also because cartographic details of the frontier were usually defined. This purchase of 1732 proved the basis for the map of 25 May 1738 (142) which shows this "part" of Pennsylvania extending up to the Kittochtni Hills (Endless or Blue Mountains).
The principal Lenape encampment area in the upper Schuylkill drainage appears to have been at Tulpehocken. Quite probably this is where Sasoanon and his kin spent their summers in the years before 1732. At some time after this sale Sasoanon and many other Lenape left for Shamokin, but some Lenape (as usual) simply stayed behind. Several years later they appear to have been joined at Tulpehocken by members of the Okecholking.(143)

When years later Sasoanon and others left Shamokin they moved to the West Branch of the Susquehanna. In those years of the 1740's the Jersey "Forks Indians" went mostly to Wyoming, and thereafter to the points along the North Branch of the Susquehanna.(144) Now we can turn our attention to this group who came to be called the "Forks Indians" and from where they had come.

The Jerseys Move into the Forks: The Moravian Records

The early migration of some Jerseys westward into the Forks had been noted 50 years ago,(145) but most recent authors believe that some indigenous population must have occupied the area before these arrivals came from the East. As our review has already indicated, this does not appear to have been the case.

Probably the first Jersey to relocate to the Forks area was Keposh, who was born about 1672 near the Cranburies in New Jersey,(146) He may have become a permanent settler in Penn's colony as early as 1700, after which he received the name "Tammekapi". His name, spelled Tameckapi, is on the list of twelve "natives" who witnessed the Walking Purchase confirmation deed of 25 August 1737.(147) His listing as a "witness" clearly demonstrates his presence at this treaty plus the fact that he was not then a claimant to land in Pennsylvania, despite a possibly long period of residence in the Forks. As "To-wegh-kapy", he is the third of the four named "DELAWARES, from the Forks" noted as attending the Treaty at Philadelphia of July 1742, in which all native land claims in Pennsylvania were extinguished. Despite the considerable evidence which we have for the life and activities of Keposh (Tammekapi), derived from various deeds and treaties, much of what we know about him and all of the Native American inhabitants of the Forks derives from the records kept by the Moravians. Their detailed and reliable records not only allow us to reconstruct the lives of these true Americans, but to reconstruct the culture history of this entire region and all the areas in which the "Moravian Brotherhood" was active.

The year 1742 is critical in the history of natives who had become residents in the Forks not only because of relevant land treaties but because that was the year of the beginning of Moravian activity in the area. The reasons for the Moravians initiating missionary work in the Forks may relate to the fur trade and the interesting, if limited, economic niche which it provided to these business-minded missionaries. Like their equally active brethren in the Caribbean and Labrador, these hardy servants of the Lord who were working in the Forks found the stimulation of native economics as important as the production of converts to their religion. Their desire to start these projects also may have correlated with the government's concerns for security in this zone, and the government's willingness to allow trade in a marginally profitable area. The story of the Moravian Mission and its work is interesting by itself, but for us the detailed records which they kept provide the principal source of information regarding the activities of the native people in the Forks after the year 1742, as well as giving biographical and historical data relating to their converts. Their historical records extend the record of native life back in time into the 17th century.

Using the detailed accounts left by the Moravians we can develop our understanding of the lives and goals of many of the residents of the Forks. Beginning with Keposh, we find that during a period of illness around 1 January 1749 he was nursed by the Moravians at Nazareth.(148) During this period of infirmity he was baptized, and the brethren then recorded his age at 77 years, noting that he had lived most of his life at the Forks.(149) This suggests that he had come from the Jerseys early in the century. The Moravian Archives(150) also note that at one time he lived on the Raritan River. The Moravians usually referred to Tammekapi, whom they baptized as "Salomo", as "der DELAWAR Koening in den FORKS".

Among the many things recorded by the Moravians about Tammekapi was mention of several of his kin. Among these kin were a wife, Ogehemochque, and her (but not his) grandson, Nolematwenetan (also called Henrich or Jacob) born in 1727. Since Nolematwenetan may have been living along the Delaware River in 1749, in a (native?) settlement on the Jersey side, continued interaction between the Forks people and their kin in southern New Jersey is suggested, and certainly would be expected.

An indirect, and possibly erroneous reference to occupants in the Forks around 1716 derives from a Moravian account recorded in 1777. This information comes from Welapachtshicken, who was born ca. 1716 in the area of the Forks which became Nazareth (later Gnadenhutten). We do not know his cultural affiliation, but he does not appear to have been related to Keposh. Welapachtshicken's mother must have been a Lenape and may only have been visiting (hunting) in the Forks when she gave birth. We do not know where Welapachtshicken grew up, but he went west, probably from Lenape Territory in 1735 at the age of nineteen, to go to the Ohio River. The few years around 1735 were those of the period of major Lenape emigration from their homeland, and Welapachtshicken may have been
among those emigrants. He was still living on the Ohio River when he visited the Moravians in 1777 and they recorded this information. Welapachtshicken had succeeded "King" Beaver in 1769 and was an important person among the people on the Ohio. "King" Beaver was a brother to both Shingas and Pisquitomen, and all were nephews to the Schuykill Lenape named Sassoohn. Welapachtshicken's place of birth is the principal point of interest here since the events relating to it and to his family would help us to understand better the use of the Forks during those early years of the 18th century.

The earliest known document actually noting a permanent native settler in the Forks dates from 1733, and it does not refer to Keposh. In that year, when most of the traditional Lenape bands were beginning to leave the Delaware River area to settle in the west, the person noted as "Tatamy an Indian" applied to the Proprietors of Pennsylvania for a grant of 300 acres "on Forks of Delaware". Minute Book "K", page 266 of the Records of the Provincial Council of Pennsylvania, indicates that at the signing of warrants on 28 December 1736, provision was made "...to provide a Warr's and Patent for the land where Fundy Tatamy dwells in the Forks of Delaware". On 11 November 1736 (11 Jan. 1737?) a warrant was signed to Tatamy Fundy 300 Acres Ditto in old Bucks County. Hunter believes that the actual patent was received in 1738 and that the land was regranted to Tatamy in 1742 in fee simple.

Moses (Tunda) Tatamy was born ca. 1693, but the place of his birth remains unknown. His claims (1758) to land rights, discussed below, offer us a clue. Wallace believes that Tatamy brought his family to the Forks from Minisink, or the Munsee area, but I believe that Tatamy was a Jersey. His wife may have been Munsee, as remotely suggested by Tatamy's participation in the Crosswicks Treaty of 1738. Tatamy must have lived in a cabin or wigwam on this homestead in the Forks since at least 1733, and the warrant to his land clearly notes that he was resident there by 1736. Tatamy was actively involved in numerous dealings with various Jerseys, but no clear kin relationship has yet been established. In February 1758, Tatamy is listed as one of the two natives representing the band of "Mountain Indians" at the Crosswicks Treaty. In this treaty note is made of six "bands" of Native Americans in the Jersey area. These must refer to extended family groups, and Tatamy may have been representing his own or his wife's band's claims. Since there are no "mountains" in southern New Jersey, this delegation from the "Mountain Indians" probably represented a notherly or Munsee band. Hunter (160) says that in 1758 Tatamy claimed rights to lands just east of Allentown, N.J. (161) and that this is the same piece of land which was claimed by Teedyuscung. This shared claim also suggests that these two people were related, as would be expected by their extensive interactions in the Forks. However, we know from a land sale in 1734 that Teedyuscung held land rights near Toms River, New Jersey, far from Tatamy's claim; and we have no direct evidence that the two men were related in any way. I suspect that Teedyuscung was falsely claiming rights to lands near Tatamy's, possibly in support of Tatamy's legitimate claims. In 1758 Tatamy also made a journey to Minisinks in the Munsee area together with Isaac Still, but this may reflect Tatamy's skill as a guide and interpreter rather than familiarity with the region.

The highly acculturated Tatamy, whose widow and son later are listed as "White" in United States census documents (1790), "settled" and farmed this area in the Forks which he, at least in 1733, considered to be land available directly from the Proprietors and not subject to claims by any native population. This is important because the petition of Tatamy precedes the Walking Purchase Confirmation Treaty by four years.

Tatamy was the first Native American to become a private landowner in Pennsylvania using the English system of land purchase and tenure. Tatamy's house in the Forks must have been built by much more than one year before the construction in 1739 of the first European descent colonist's house in the area of Easton. Although Europeans may have "owned" land in the Forks prior to 1733, none actually lived there until 1739.

J. Lopresti reports the following information from his archival research into the history of the Forks area. He believes that in 1682 William Penn granted "a just proportion" of 5,000 acres of land, about 8 kilometers (5 miles) above present Easton, Pennsylvania to Adrian Vroesen, a merchant from Rotterdam. Lopresti says that Vroesen transferred this land to Benjamin Furley in 1704. In 1715 a warrant for survey for Furley's heirs was issued in the area of Lefevre Creek. Some 151 acres of the 5,000 were warranted to Richard Peters, who in 1755 claimed the land around Meniolago- mekah. In 1745 this 151 acre tract went to Simon Heller (according to J. Lopresti). Jacob Hubler, Charles Saudt, and William Boyer also were involved with this tract of land after 1745. However, the first European house at Easton is reputed to have been built by David Martin in 1739 and other colonists rapidly began to occupy this entire area.

Other Jerseymen moved into and through the Forks, including Teedyuscung and Mesikgonak. The general movement followed a route through the Lehigh Gap on the North Branch of Susquehanna. Except for the Lenape Welapachtshicken, not one adult in the years around 1740 is known to have been born in the Forks. In those years, all of the natives resident in the Forks came from the Jerseys, further suggesting that aside from Keposh and possibly his family no other people permanently inhabited the region prior to 1730.
An Immigrant Named Teedyuscung and the 1737 Confirmation Treaty

Teedyuscung (1707-1763), who was to become a representative of the Jerseys resident in the Forks as well as several other native groups, was called their "king" by the English. He was a culturally marginal person who came from among the more acculturated Jersey natives. When he first actually arrived in the Forks is unknown, but he and his kin had sold their land rights near Toms River, New Jersey in 1734. Perhaps in conjunction with their departure for the Forks. Certainly Teedyuscung and his relatives, Captain Harris and Captain John, arrived in the Forks after 1730. Most subsequent arrivals can be identified as their kin, and the remainder also are presumed to have been related. Capt. John settled at Weli-gameka, near present Nazareth, where he remained until 1742 (see below), and others were scattered throughout the region.

The native land claims which led to the Walking Purchase Confirmation Treaty (1737) appear to have originated with these squatters who came from the Jerseys. The actual treaty settlement of 1737 granted compensation to all of the occupants of the area, but only four of the natives actually are named in the document and two of these can be identified with ease as Jerseys. The clarification of the history and settlement of the Forks of Delaware is important in understanding the "validity" of the claims made by these Jerseys to lands in Pennsylvania on which they recently had settled. That more of the Jerseys squatted did not participate in this specious, if not fraudulent claim against the Proprieters is a tribute to the basic honesty of their people.

There are several earlier examples of individual Jerseys making claims to land on the western side of the Delaware River, but all appear to have been made to uninhabited areas or to buffer areas where notes native inhabitant would have contested the allegations of ownership. For example, in the early 1600's the Jersey named Wappanghsewazan alleged that he owned land on the west bank of the Delaware River and then he "presented" these lands to Peter Stuyvesant. Wappanghsewazan's claim apparently involved lands which recently had been vacated by Lenape, or which temporarily were out of use due to Susquehannock incursions along the Delaware River. Either the Lenape owners had been killed and their relatives had not been able to utilize the area, or the rightful owners had simply been displaced by the Susquehannock intrusion. Quite possibly Wappanghsewazan was married to a woman of the owning lineage, but this would confer rights of ownership only on his wife's children. These specific questions remain to be resolved, but this is another example of a Jersey making a claim of ownership to lands which were not owned nor had been inherited as a birthright. What is also of interest is that these specious land claims take place during periods of uncertainty: the era of the Susquehannock invasion (ca. 1600-1630) and the period after the Lenape had entirely abandoned their homeland (1733-1737).

In the 1737 transaction mention is made of three "Kings of the Northern Indians", as signatories to a Penn purchase some fifty years before (28 August 1686). The point being made is that these three Lenape, Maykeerickkilsho, Sayhoppoe, and Taugkhaughsey, were true owners and that only their descendants could have any claims to the disputed area. This reference in 1737 suggests that these three Lenape had lived at the northermost edge of Lenape territory, which was still some distance south of the Forks. However, after their sale of land to William Penn we have no evidence that they moved into the Forks, and may assume that they moved west with the true Lenape. The mention of these three Lenape and their legitimate sale of land appears to reflect the colonist's awareness that the Jerseys living in the Forks in 1737 had no claim to the lands on which they lived other than their rights as squatters. Years later, one of these squatters, Nutimus, astutely observed that his claimants came merely from across the Delaware River while the English claimants had come from across the ocean. In their quest for benefits these Jerseys chose to ignore any greater political realities, and their success is a clear demonstration of frontier "realpolitik".

What do we know of actual early Jersey settlement in the Forks? Despite all of their claims, the transient nature of their residence and the paucity of early references to anyone actually living in the Forks reflects the peripheral nature of this area before 1700. Marginal as this area may have become by 1700, the latter resources which it contained must have been too important in the period prior to 1650 to allow any one group to claim them. However, by 1734, in addition to Tatamy a fair number of Jerseys had taken up residence in this vacant area on the west side of the Delaware River above the Lehigh. Among them may have been Killbuck, Sr. His son, Geleemend (Killbuck Jr.) was born in 1737 near Pochapuchkug, a small Jersey "settlement" at the Lehigh Water Gap. This was one of the earliest dates at which a Jersey was actually born in the Forks.

In the year 1734 a delegation from this group of Jerseys resident in the Forks was summoned to Durham for a treaty, and the young Jersey named Teedyuscung attended as one of their representatives. The construction of Durham Furnace by James Logan and the subsequent settlement of the region by workers, and then farmers, accelerated the colonial occupation of the entire area. This, plus the rapid and recent arrival of Jersey in the Forks, set the stage for the subsequent confirmation treaty of 1737, the "Walking Purchase", by which the squatters in the Forks exacted payment from the
Proprietors for lands which the Jerseys only recently had occupied. The natives who were then resident in the Forks included a large number of Tee dysucung's relatives, including Captain Harris, who came an important person at Pohopoko,(184) a little hamlet on the Lehigh just below present Weisport. (185) Liebert (186) says that old Captain Harris lived at Wechquetank prior to 1742, and that he had six "sons" (among whom was included Teedyuscung). Wechquetank and Pohopoko both may refer to the same hamlet. Pohopoko, on the far western periphery of the Forks, (187) appears to have been typical of scattered hamlets or perhaps only household clusters. Except for the Shawnee village that was defunct by 1730 no other native hamlet can be identified in this area before 1730. This indicates that the considerable movement which paralleled the contemporary movement of Jersey hamlets developed rapidly after that date, as a result of considerable movement which paralleled the contemporary movement of

Prior to 1700 the Proprietors of Pennsylvania had been extremely interested in the shifting groups of natives and in attracting these remnant populations into the Colonial sphere because the fur trade depended upon the efforts of these hunters. (189) The Shawnee village and the fur trade were shifting to the Susquehanna Valley and even the Allegheny (190) and the remnant populations of natives, particularly those who had become the most acculturated like the Conestoga (formerly the Susquehannock), were of less interpoor hunters or because they were becoming sedentary and occupying fact, the presence of native farmers on the land created certain facto rights wherever they were "settled." (191) This was true in the case of foraging groups so long as they actually occupied only a small area, and generally moved away from the spreading colonial population. Those Lenape who had taken up residence in western Pennsylvania were beyond the area in which they could claim de facto rights to the land. Like the Europeans, these Lenape purchased title to native lands wherever they settled, reversing the process by which they had sold their original lands to William Penn.

The Jerseys who had taken up farming in the Forks presented a different problem: Were these Jersey, native speakers of their own language but many of whom had become agriculturalists and nominal Christians as well, to be treated in the same ways as the foraging Lenape?

Hunter (192) believes that a manor in Lehigh Township may have been established to protect the people at Hockendauqua, which he calls "the chief Indian settlement in the Forks", Indian Tract Manor, established for the Proprietors (193) occupied the area between the West Branch of the Delaware (the Lehigh) and Hosicquondoy Creek. (194) The earlier survey (7 June) for a proximal tract (195) notes "Indian Cabbins" scattered throughout the area between the Lehigh River and Hockendauqua Creek, (196) but no such indications of native habitation appear in the map area. (197) Furthermore, all of the land at the junction of the Lehigh and the Hosicquondoy is believed to have become the property of William Allen, and the relationship between his rights and the manor lands is not clear.

Hunter believes that the establishment of this proprietary manor (Indian Tract) in the Forks (1735) and the confirmation treaty or purchase of 1737 may be related, but in a way distinct from the way I interpret the sequence of events. If the manors were intended to serve as preserves, then the natives relocating after various sales could use the manors, or at least until such time as the manor owners chose to sell their holdings. If the Proprietors in 1735 had chosen to protect native holdings they could have located the manor around existing native hamlets (198) onto which natives would have to move. The "manors as preserves" thesis also fails to take into account the desire of the Five Nations to exert hegemony over native groups, and to resettle such people within their sphere. The Five Nations wished to sustain their ever decreasing numbers (due to warfare with other native groups that had become ritualized rather than utilitarian) and to provide protective outflankers to absorb some of the losses of these intertribal raids. The movement of colonists into the Forks and the land sales and schemes of the Proprietors required that claims to this unusual piece of territory be settled, and the treaty of 1737 was as simple a solution as could be found.

Lenape in the Forks

One of the clearest indications of the cultural distinctions between the Lenape and the Jersey can be seen in their differential use of the Forks of Delaware. This area, separated from the Lenape homeland by the Lehigh River valley and the Reading Prong area to its south, and from the Jersey territory by the upper Delaware River, appears equally accessible to members of both cultures. However, the true Lenape tended to relocate to the west and northwest of their homeland and not due north into the Forks. The Jerseys, on the other hand, moved to the north and northwest of their home. Many took advantage of the unoccupied but habitable area available in the Forks to establish residences after selling titles to their home territories within the New Jersey colony. Both the pattern and the timing of these moves were remarkably similar, but the destination of the members of these two cultures was quite different.
Perhaps these same factors of land availability led the Moravian missionaries to establish their mission in the Forks. While we have seen that whole families of Jerseys established themselves in the Forks, and subsequently great numbers of them became affiliated with the Moravians, only four Lenape ever chose to go into this region after 1730. At least three of these Lenape appear to have gone there to join the Moravians rather than to establish independent residences firm when they moved to the Forks, and neither lived more than a year after being baptized by the Moravians. This suggests a possible pattern. A few examples should suffice to provide evidence for this theory.

a) Theodora was born on the Schuylkill and came into the Forks at an unknown date. She was baptized 12/23 October 1749 and died on 24 November 1749, only a month later.

b) Meskikonant was born on Neshaminy Creek (?) ca. 1713, and was living in the Forks about 1740. In 1748 he left the Forks and returned to the Forks by August 1749. On 9 January 1750 still living, age ca. 38.

c) Louisa, a sister of Meskikonant, was married to the Moravian area where her brother had been born, possibly between 1710 and 1720.

Lenape such as Theodora who chose to relocate in the Forks and their brief lives thereafter suggest that some of these people were receive care (food and shelter) and suffer great loss of survival for individuals was analogous to their foraging in the colonies as a means of survival for individuals was analogous to a different cultural interaction pattern. In the case of the very sparked by extreme need. The vastly higher rate of conversion from the Jerseyans, whom the Moravians called "Delaware", clearly might infer that proximity was a significant factor. However, the Lenape. This is based on the rate of adoption of European names, which provides a good indication that the Jerseys as a whole were rapidly merging into colonial society during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries than were the Lenape across the river.

Jerseys in the Forks after 1735

In the period 1700 to 1720 trade from Philadelphia focused toward the west. Land speculation in those regions also was of importance to the Government as well as to specific individuals. The great interval of time between the establishment of manors along the Susquehanna (the western frontier) and their establishment at a later date to the north at "Lechay" appears to reflect the lesser quality of the land and a lower level of trading activity in the Forks. If we could secure more data on the licensing of traders after 1712, we might be able to determine the pattern of these activities and if they were largely concentrated in the western areas, as I believe.

The Land Records and other documents noted above demonstrate that by 1735 the population of Jerseys, and possibly other displaced native peoples, in the Forks may have numbered only 50 people. The great influx of 1746, though, about this time may have raised their number to about 100. Despite the concern of Logan and others for the size of the native population and the possibility that they would interfere with the sale of land in this area, the actual native numbers seem small. To date, only two possible areas of occupation at that time are identifiable. In 1737 the "walkers", who were engaged in establishing the boundary of lands claimed by the Proprietary government, met "one called Captain Harrison, a noted Man among the Indians", at Pohopoco on the Lehigh. This undoubtedly was the Captain Harris noted above. Later depictions concerning the "Walking Purchase" mention the native villages of Hockendauqua and Po-hopoco on the Lehigh River. We know less about any white squatters in the area. These notes suggest that the area of the "Cabbins" located along Hockendauqua creek was settled by Jerseys and that the region took its name from the creek. In 1742, as the "Walking Purchase" arrangements were being settled, Count Zinzendorf noted two "villages" in the area of the Forks, but both may have been formed after 1737 and both may have been little more than hamlets. After 1742 many of these people left the area (see below), but some population growth in the Forks appears to have resulted from post 1742 missionary activity, which attracted natives from New England as well as New Jersey. Nevertheless, even twenty years later (1763) the two main villages included fewer than 150 people.

Two comparative notes should be offered. Lenape on the western frontier seem to have been much more numerous than were Jerseys at Lehigh (the Forks) at any time. Partly this may reflect the always low population of Jerseys, and also that most of them relocated to the north rather than to the northwest. Oddly, at this time the Lenape who were moving west appear to have been using traditional foraging plus fur trapping as an economic base, rather than
shifting to agriculture, as was the case with many Jerseys. These Lenape groups became major purveyors of furs to the Pennsylvania many groups or clusters ("towns") of "Delaware" (actually Lenape) in tice which became increasingly common into the Ohio and Indiana and may reflect developing use of a formalized "leader" in native affairs.

The populations at the Forks of Delaware after 1735 were "clusterted" in a few small areas and included very few people. The es-


coli population growth made land in the entire area of the Forks through the forest, became resources of even greater importance.(209)

The complex sequence of events surrounding the "Walking Purchase" clarified by Hunter.(212) with details area as well as other lands which had been unoccupied by any native from 1681 to about 1701. As Hunter (213) pointed out, the native not living in Pennsylvania prior to 1730, but most had not even been of the Lenape grants of these lands. In fact, most of these Jerseys they were claiming as their own. The grant of 1737 called for the aware river in one-and-a-half days. This distance was derived from "distance" inland of the tracts being sold by such notations as, "as days, etc." This form of reckoning borders was meant only to denote tract in question, and was not meant to limit or restrict the area

Daniel had done them much wrong and Cheated them very Grosly &c. vide the Petition."

Depue claimed the Lapewingo (also Lappewinooe, see above, or Lappawina) had given him a tract of land for favors rendered and for protection against Daniel Broadhead. Lapewingo and five others (not identified) were said to have signed the petition. Depue came to Philadelphia with Lapewingo and also with "Corse Urn"(216) to act as interpreter. In Philadelphia Lapewingo testified that:

"Depue had sent for him Hawkcomny and Show'd him the Paper or Petition & told him that he must sign it, which he did, but the other Indians whose names are also to the Petition were not there except one which he called his Cousin..."

This testimony suggests that Depue had lied. The Proprietor, always wishing to be fair, wanted to walk out proper boundaries for these claims.

"To which Lapewingo answered that it was his desire it should be done but that some other Indians were against doing of it meaning Nueminus and the Jersey Indians lately come over and settled near Durham Iron Works."

How long Lapewingo himself had been in the Forks is not clear, but he had sold his land rights in New Jersey on 18 August 1713, and may have, at that time, been in Pennsylvania for many years. The Governor of Pennsylvania, however, was glad to see him and to gain


an ally in dealing with the recent Jersey squatters. The Governor gave Lapewingo lots of goods, clearly listed,(217) to develop this friendship. The "cousin" of Lapewingo may have been Tischohan, and this visit in 1737 may have been the occasion at which these two Jerseys had their portraits painted, as a further compliment to them. These two portraits, now in the collections of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania, are important documents of native culture in the early eighteenth century. The evidence presented herein clearly iden-
tified these two people as Jerseys, and may enable us to determine what different modes of dress, tattooing, and ornamentation were used by the Jerseys and their neighbors.

The general Proprietary confirmation treaty ("purchase") of 1737 included all of the Forks area.(218) Subsequent events led most of the "Forks Indians" to move to Wyoming (now Wilkes-Barre), where many Shawnee had been settled since at least 1728.(219) The contin-

ued use of the Forks after 1737 by Jerseys, and the increasing sales of land in the Forks by the Proprietary Government created some stressful situations. Some Jerseys in the Forks were relatively accul-
turated and appear to have adopted agriculture, as had Moses Tata-

my. They had learned to use the land in much the same way as the colonials. Although these Jerseys made many accommodations to the colonial government, the Proprietors wanted the land and the money it would bring and were not as knowledgeable nor as accommodating.
as William Penn had been. Besides, these migrants into the Forks
Penn, had been dead for twenty-four years.

The Treaty of 1742: Expulsion from the Forks

The treaty (council meeting) in Philadelphia of July 1742 primarily
reviewed the terms of the 1736 agreement in which the Six Nations
Five Nations had been joined by the Tuscarora, and thereafter tended
ten Native American cultures represented at this council meeting.
Other present included the "Delawares of Shamokin" (Lenape)
the extermination of all Jersey land claims in Pennsylvania.(220) The
Susquehanna River from the southern border of Pennsylvania north to
right of conquest since 1675. In 1736 the Six Nations took payment
for the western portion.(221) The specific goods accepted
for the Six Nations, the Onondaga named Canassatego, told
they would "release" the land. Canassatego stated:

"We know our lands are now become more valuable;
the sensible that the Land is Everlasting, and the few goods we
want the English to get the white settlers out of these western lands as the whites were spoiling the hunting and "damage

In the Listing of those present at the Treaty of 1742(223) the
representatives of the Six Nations are listed first, followed by the
Shawnee, then people from Conestoga, then the Delaware of Shamo-
people who are noted, presumably in order of seniority, are Onutpe,
Lawsy-Quohwon, alias Nudimus, To-Wegh-Kapy, Cornelius Spring, and
several others.

The Lenape named Pisquetoman, here referred to as a "Shamokin
are cited as "Interpreters to the fork Indians". Clearly the Prop-
these Jerseys in the Forks and the Lenape who then were living at

Shamokin and other places,(224) and the presence of three "inter-
interpreters to the ffork Indians"(225) indicates that their language was
not intelligible to a Lenape speaker.

During the treaty, mention was made of many recent letters from
the Jersey squatters petitioning Governor Thomas for the right to
continue to occupy the land in the Forks. However, the Governor
told the "fork Indians" (9 July 1742) to get off this land, and he
said it in the most insulting fashion.(226) To indicate the petty
nature of the native claims Governor Thomas used one meager "String
of Wampum" to call for Six Nations' enforcement of the govern-
ment's order directed at those Jerseys still living in the Forks. When
the Six Nations sold the lands north of the "Walking Purchase" tract
to Pennsylvania in 1742 they also considered the Jerseys occupying
this territory to be nothing more than squatters.(227) At this time
the Six Nations were viewed as a separate, "international" power
with control of all lands in this region not purchased or held by the
colonists, and control over the people as well.

The extent of Six Nations' power is reflected by a minor matter
which was brought up during this conference. The Proprietors wished
to determine who had assaulted William Webb in the Forks of Dela-
ware some time prior to this gathering in 1742. Canassatego had
the matter investigated and determined that the assailant was a native
living near "Osopus" (Esopus?). His findings in the matter, and his
of action, were accepted by the Proprietors as conclusive.

On the next day of the treaty (10 July 1742) lavish gifts were re-
spectfully given to the representatives of the Six Nations.(228) Was
this one of the best recorded and most blatant political payoffs in
Pennsylvania history or merely an appropriate contrast to the single
string of wampum used the previous day to dismiss the claims of the
Jersey? By 12 July 1742, the principal opinion from Canassatego
was ready to be delivered. Canassatego accepted the "String of
Wampum" offered to the Six Nations by Governor Thomas to order
the Jersey from the Forks and returned a string to verify his ac-
ceptance of the validity of the land purchases by the Proprietors.(229)

In his speech Canassatego lumped the Jerseys with the Lenape as
peoples without their own lands, but at least he had the grace to
give his "Cousins the Delaware" a belt of wampum when he deliv-
ered the famous speech claiming that the "Delaware" had been con-
quered by the Six Nations and made into women with no right to
sell land and thereby indirectly ordering them to do his bidding.
In one sense Canassatego diplomatically upgraded the Jerseys' petition
by presenting them with a belt of wampum rather than a single
string. However, Canassatego's claim that the Forks and other areas
which the Six Nations held had been taken by right of conquest pro-
vided clear indication that he was making false statements. Also im-
plied by this speech was a negation of the validity of all of the ear-
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lier Proprietary purchases from the Lenape. That legal detail was lost within the rhetoric of the treaty, but could have created a barrier had not been in decline. The important point, however, is that grants from the Jersey colony to the Forks, and all were united in "fork Indians" in 1742 to relocate either to "wyomin or Shamo- Jersys with the warning that they were never again to meddle in present at this treaty had been living at Shamokin for some years, so soon and his people had confirmed their still earlier land sales to west soon after. Clearly Canassatego meant his directive to apply term "Delaware" by the scribe has led to some confusion as to what... Nutimus and his group of Jerseys in 1737 had sold or settled ably many had moved west soon after. Chapman232 believes that there in the "town of Maughwauwame, which was on the east bank (just below present Wilkes-Barre). Thus Nutimus may have been at Canassatego. As Jennings233 pointed out, the myth of Lenape land formulated by Canassatego, whose directive in 1742 reflected earlier nation. What cannot be denied is that many Lenape and Jerseyn (now hanna claimed by the Six Nations by right of conquest; but these... By 1742 none of the intact Lenape bands occupied any of the area hundreds of years. They had sold all their traditional lands and now of the Six Nations. What should be remembered, however, is that larger populations. The majority of the members of both of these more traditional and perhaps more successful lives. The treaty of July 1742 guaranteed the Six Nations' claims to all lands west of the Kittatinny Mountains. On 5 October 1742 a proclamation was issued directing all squatters to remove from those lands.234 Although the Jerseys were recent immigrants into the Forks, expulsion obviously was traumatic. On 20 November 1742 Governor Thomas presented to the Board a petition which he "had lately received from Titami, Captin John, and sundry other Delaware Indians. "These Jersey petitioners living in the Forks claimed to have "embraced the Christian Religion..." and wished to have allotted to them a place to live under the same laws as the English... The political problems of leaving any "Delaware" in this area were evident, and the Proprietors wanted all of them removed despite Tatamy's legitimate land rights dating back to 1733. These petitioners, having sold their land rights as "Indians", were making a major effort to play the game according to the rules of the Colonial government.

In response to the requests of these Jerseyn and to "the Letters of the fork Indians to the Governor & Mr. Langborne,..." the Governor sent a statement reflecting concern only for colonial expansion and land sales in that area and the Six Nations' desires to have new dependents located within their immediate territory. The recipients of this message did not specify but the orders are further defined. "We now expect from you that you will cause these Indians to remove from the Lands of the Forks of Delaware, and not give any further Disturbance to the Persons who are now in Possession."236

This directive did not take into account the fact that Moses Tatamy held a valid 1738 patent for 300 acres in the eastern part of the Forks area, secured by all the proper laws of the colony.237 Another petitioner, Captain John,238 lived at Welagamika (present Nazareth) only a short distance from Tatamy's land holding. Neither Captain John nor any of the remaining petitioners held formal title to lands in the Forks, but they had long been resident there and had wrested farms from the wilderness. In recognition of these facts the council decreed that Tatamy and Captain John, with their immediate families, could remain in the Forks if they could secure permission to stay there from the Six Nations. We do not know if this permission was requested, but Tatamy remained on the lands on which he had been living and to which he had secured clear title. Tatamy later traveled extensively as a guide and interpreter,239 but his family remained at home on their homestead. They were there long after his death, and their many descendants still inhabit the area.

Although Captain John stayed on in the Forks he was ordered to leave Welagamika240 because it was in an area purchased from the Proprietors the year before by the Moravians. Captain John refused to leave, and late in 1742 the Moravians "bought" his claim to the lands which he occupied. He then retired to lands along nearby Bushkill Creek where he died in 1747.241
Missions in the Forks: The 1740's.

The land claims of Tatamy and other Jerseys, coupled with their affirmations that they had become Christians, were quite legitimate. Their claim to being Christian may have referred more to their agriculturals, but no outside observer would have noticed any difference between their churchly behaviors and those of their neighbors. As if a mission field, cultivated by both the Moravians and the Presbyterians.

Brainerd had spent a year preaching at Kaunaumee, about twenty miles (thirty-four km) east of Albany, New York, but was instructed to relocate the fous of his activities to the Forks of the Sinks, which he estimated to be 140 miles (225 km) from Kaunaumee "and directly in my way to Delaware River." After being reprimanded for his "Journey toward Delaware. And May 13th, I arrived at Minisink, Brainerd continued a place called by the Indians "Sahauwotung," within the Forks of Delaware forty people, suggesting a small regional settlement but also the Forks. In July, Brainerd noted in his journal a place where he from the place where I usually preach," Brainerd found about thirty people who were originally from there. On a subsequent visit to the people along the Susquehanna twelve houses and seventy people who may have been Lenape, but count suggests that the buildings were clustered, a pattern not at all the Jerseys. The cemetery of this settlement has been excavated and the analysis of those results may provide evidence to us to infer a cultural identity for these people.

Brainerd described his "congregation at Sahauwotung" as follows:

"The number of Indians in this place is but small; most of those that formerly belonged here, are dispersed, and removed from houses hereabouts, that continue to be inhabited; and some of these are several miles distant from others, which makes it difficult for the Indians to meet together so frequently as could be desired."

This description seems to reflect a traditional dispersed settlement pattern and does not reflect a departure from the area of squatters in accordance with the Governor's 1742 ruling. Quite possibly the Council's order had little effect on those living in the Forks. In 1750-1751 some thirty or forty "Indians," baptized and unbaptized came from Meniologomek and Gnadenhuetten for Sundays and festivals, and during the same period most of the Baptized (only) people moved from Wenquatsacken (Wenquatsack?) to Gnadenhuetten. These populations in the Forks never grew very large nor did these people cluster in towns. The area remained "frontier" until after the American Revolution.

Moses (Tunda) Tatamy continued to occupy land in the Forks. His life has been well documented by Hunter. and family became both Christian and "white" during the next half-century. Hunter's clear presentation of this process serves as a model for future studies concerning the merger of Native Americans into the American mainstream. Whether or not Tatamy's tract of 300 acres was used by others than his single family remains uncertain. We know that Welagamka supported a small community of Jerseys, as indicated by later Moravian records which identify some of the residents who were resident there when the Moravians arrived. Among these occupants around 1740 were the people known to White settlers as the Evans family, all of whom were related to Teedyuscung.

The Moravian town of Nazareth was later established on the site of a Jersey settlement, as others appear to have been. Although most of the adults in these "towns" appear to have been born in New Jersey, as we have noted, the Moravian missions also attracted Mahican and Long Island Indians. One of these immigrants was Awilschashauk (Always in Joy), who was baptized as "Elisabeth."

The People of Meniologomek and other "towns" In the Forks

One cluster of Jerseymen who appear to have stayed in this region after 1742 lived at Meniologomek, north of Aquashicola Creek. The people of this hamlet were oriented toward the larger settlement at Gnadenhuetten. Their leader was Young George Rex (baptized in 1749 by the Moravians as Augustus), whose followers must have included his extended kin group and their wives, including two of his own. Hark believes that Rex's 100-year-old grandfather also lived with them. Few if any of these people were not kin. By the spring of 1755 this town had been abandoned.

Various members of this group were among the people removed to Philadelphia during the French and Indian War and who afterwards
went to Wyalusing and then Friedenshuetten. These moves indicate that they were oriented to the Moravian missions and no longer acted as independent agents in traditional Jersey foraging patterns. Quite possibly few, if any, of the Jerseys who moved into the Forks were wholly foragers, but many seem to have become increasingly sedentary despite the frequent disruptions in their lives. Few were as clearly agrarian as Moses Tatamy. Most of them probably had used an economic system largely based on foraging and to some extent involved in food production and storage. Those associated with the Moravians certainly became rather sedentary. Unlike the Lenape, whose moves to the west seem to have been in search of a traditional foraging lifestyle, the Jerseys appear to have begun the acculturation process quite early, and continued it even while moving westward with the frontier.

The Moravian settlement at Gnadenhuetten was located above the water gap at the confluence of the Mahoning and Lehigh River (opposite Fort Allen). This community began in 1746 as a refugee town, and remained the central Moravian outpost for nearly ten years. In the fall of 1755, at the beginning of the French and Indian War, "Indians" attacked the town, massacred many of the colonials, and burned all the buildings.

Moses Tatamy stated that on 22 November 1755 Isaac Still(256) and others had told him that an "Indian Lad named Jimmy, came down from Queycake to the Forks of Delaware, where his Mother and one Joe Peepy and wife, and some other Indians then resided... the Gap of the Mountain was then open..." to warn them that there was danger and that all could return to "Friends at Nescopeka, but that if they refused this Invitation, they would meet with the same, may worse Usage than the white People." The message also alleged that all of the Native American people of the Allegheny (Shawnee, Mohawk, Tuscarora, and "Delaware") were threatening, and that all of these tribes were then gathering at Nescopeka. Jimmy, according to Tatamy,(257) returned to Nescopeka taking with him his mother and father-in-law Amos (mother's husband), as well as Joe Peepy. Two other Native Americans then resident at the Forks went to the thickly settled areas of Pennsylvania to escape, while Moses Tatamy, along with most of the other native-descent people, left the area.

Tatamy went to Trenton, where he filed an affidavit in which he is described as "...an Indian Convert to the Christian religion ... sober, honest and conscientious Person, <sworn> before Mr. Justice Anderson of New Jersey..."

This general relocation of people along the frontier in the years 1755-1763, mostly of the native population, creates difficulties in following their histories. The 300 "Delaware", allied to the English, who went to Otseningo (near present Binghamton, New York) in 1756 appear to have been Jerseys, but they may have included Lenape and even Munsee.(258) By this time those groups of Lenape and presumable Jerseys who wished to follow the old ways had moved far beyond the frontier. These people about whom we know the most far beyond the frontier. These people about whom we know the most.

Tracing the lives of the tradition-ists(259) is another kind of problem for which we will be more dependent on the archaeological record. For the Jerseys, movement into the Forks provided them with an area relatively free from cultural threats, although the expansion of Pennsylvania and the war of 1755 rapidly created even more complex problems. However, the midwestern movement of the Moravian communities, the growing numbers of colonial farmers in the Forks, and the entire process of acculturation led those Jerseys who remained to become parts of the settled communities which rapidly developed around the years of the American Revolution. By the first Federal census in 1790 a great number of the "White" people identified in the area of the Forks must have been the descendants, at least in part, from the Jerseys who had arrived more than fifty years before.

Some mutually satisfying interactions between Munsee and Jerseys also can be documented clearly in the Moravian records, within the culture of their religious community. However, as independent cultural units these groups rarely operated in concert. In fact, even cultural units these groups rarely operated in concert. In fact, even
Spangenberg to suggest, on 31 July 1758, that the Moravians and come a Frontier Place, and in continual Danger of being set on Fire, plea were not uniform by any means. The French and Indian War ul-many of these people were located on the orders of the Proprietary at Nain (1757-1763), situated about two miles (three km) north of ly of converted Munsee and Mahican,(265) but some must have been

After the Forks

The maintenance of cultural integrity (social boundaries), once these people left their traditional homelands, is of considerable interest. pot theory of recent American immigrant. historians and archaeologists, perhaps applying the "melting pot" theory, believe that these people were physically and socially soon after they relocated groups appear to have been merging, in most cases the members of of time; in some cases for hundreds of years and in other cases note only the most common technique which was used to identify boundaries also are sustained through the use of distinctive material in the interpretation of the archaeological record. The Jersey the distinctions are less easily demonstrated through been called "Delaware" by the colonials. Their cultural differences mortuary ritual,(268) but these studies have yet to be developed due to the lack of archaeological material.

Through the study of the lives of specific individuals identified in the data in the manuscripts which now are available as a way to tury followed different paths - each representing the separate presence of different social groups. A clear indication of the continued existence of different native groups can be found in the list of fifteen Pennsylvania which began on 7 October 1736.(269) Five of the Six

Nations were represented by delegates. These Nations are listed first, followed by eight other cultures (or, ten, depending on how the list is read). These groups reflected relocated peoples who in 1736 were within the Six Nations' sphere of influence. These groups, in order of their appearance,(270) are summarized as follows:

A. "Nanticoke and Conys, now one Nation...
B. Tutelo
C. Wapungee
D. "Chehohoches, alias Delawares and Unamies. - Tedyuscung with Sundry Men, Women and Children."
E. "Munsies or Minisinks"
F. Mohicocks
G. "Wapogus or Pumptons"

Beneath this list appear the names of three Jerseys: Stephen Calvin, Isaac Still, and Moses Tetamy; all called "Delaware Indians. - Interpreter in the Delaware language." This long and well-documented session ended on 26 October 1756. One of the results of the deliberations was that New Jersey paid 1,000 Spanish dollars to end all native land claims in their colony.

This list is important in that it reflects some apparent cultural fusion, but only as seen from the English point of view. The Nanticoke and Conys (Piscataway?) are identified as "one Nation" and at that time may have been living in a single community. The designation "Chehohoches" is perhaps the most interesting since it is unknown from any other context. Here the term includes Teedyuscung and members of his group (?), but it is said to be an "alias" for both the "Delawares and Unamies". In this context the term "Unami" always refers to the Lenape, who would have been located downriver from the Forks area while they were resident in their traditional area.

The war also influenced those remaining Jersey and Lenape who still were living far from the western frontier.(271) In New Jersey the legal ability which Europeans had to buy land directly from the English Proprietors, after which they were supposed to clear their titles with the native residents, led to complex situations distinct from those involving land sales in Pennsylvania.(272) These New Jersey purchases created numerous disputes which were brought to a climax after the outbreak of hostilities on the frontier. In 1758 (21-24 February) native land claims in New Jersey were settled at the Treaty at Crosswicks, which included the establishment of a native reserve (the Brotherton tract) 25 miles (forty km) southeast of Philadelphia, for the use of remnant members of the several Jersey bands.(273)

Hunter(274) notes that by 1763 "The Delaware population on the Susquehanna was now essentially Jersey or Forks Indian." Certainly not all of the Jerseys had migrated to the northwest. Some had gone
north, while others resident in the Forks had become acculturated and were gradually being absorbed into the European descent population.

These acculturated residents, like many of their Lenape kin, ignored Newcomer's attempt (1765) to attract Lenape and related people to the "Delaware Nation" on the Muskingum River in Ohio. To some extent their resistance to going to Ohio must have derived from a desire to maintain intact the evolving Jersey traditions and to avoid the stresses of relocation and the revitalizing efforts of Newcomer and others.

Over the years most of these groups maintained their own cultural identities as well as their traditional hostilities to the groups which at one time had been their "neighbors". For example, hostilities between the Munsee and other groups, including the Lenape, increased as parties from all of these cultures moved west. On 1 March 1778 the Moravians reported, from Lichtenau on the Muskingum (Ohio river), that a delegation of chiefs from the Munsee had gone to visit the Wyandot. When the Munsee reached the Wyandot encampment the Munsee claimed that the "Indians in Goshaching" were waiting for an army from Virginia and then they would all join forces to root out the Wyandots. The Wyandots were told that they could join forces with the Munsee to save themselves. The Moravians also noted that the Munsee had made the same kind of threat at the Mission at Lichtenau a year before (1777) in an effort to incite various nations against the "Delawares" and the neighboring Mission Indians. In that earlier attempt the Munsee claimed that they had come to Lichtenau to take away all those natives who were their friends, so that these allies would not be killed when the alleged hostilities broke out. No one appears to have paid any attention to these Munsee on either occasion.(275)

Cultural distinctions between the Lenape and the Munsee continued to be quite clear throughout the nineteenth century. In the years 1821-1824, while resident along the White River in Indiana, Lenape groups interacted with Munsee, Oaponoos (Wapiing?), and Nanticokes (Oanaahteechoa), but were not co-resident with them.(276) The cultural differences and distinct locations in the form of separate settlements of "Delaware" and Munsee, were observed by Morgan(277) when he visited Kansas in 1855. Munsee interaction with Lenape or with the Jerseys needs to be studied in detail.(278) At this time we can only speculate about those Munsee who in the twentieth century became conjoined with the Lenape. Apparently they were only then losing some of their cultural identity, but their separateness was still recognized by the Lenape of Dewey, Oklahoma into the 1900's.(279) While most of the Munsee may have moved from their homeland up toward the Six Nations area, and then on into Canada,(280) quite obviously many moved west in a pattern which to some degree parallels the movement of many of the Jerseys.

The Myths of "Cultural Merging" and the "Delaware Nation"

Although most colonials and many historians have erroneously lumped the Lenape, Munsee, and other groups into one unit called, at first the "River Indians" and later the "Delaware", we have no evidence that these groups ever perceived themselves as a single culture or even as related peoples. Some indication of the process which generated this artificial "merger" and some of the reasons for it, can be seen in the various meetings and agreements between the colonists and natives during the period of the French and Indian War (ca. 1755-1763). The listing of native "Nations" on the documents from these gatherings provides valuable clues to their distinct identities as well as to where each group had been resident. For example, as noted earlier the Treaty at Crosswicks (1756) led New Jersey to pass an Act of Legislation in which 1600 pounds sterling were issued to resolve native land claims. Half went to purchase a tract of land (Reservation) for natives still living in the colony south of the Raritan River (the people who in this paper have been called "Jerseys"). The other half was designated for settling land claims of the "back" Indians, who in 1756 were no longer resident in the province. These "back" Indians also were involved in the treaties of June 1758 and 7-8 August 1758, where they were represented by a member of the Cayuga Nation, one of the Six Nations. This "proxy" reflects the fact that these relocated Jerseyans were politically subordinated to the Six Nations, on whose land they had become resident by that time. The fact that they were represented by a Cayuga may indicate more precisely where in New York they had taken up residence.

To some extent the myth of a "Delaware nation" had its origins in the claims made at the Treaty of Easton (Nov. 1756). During an earlier meeting at Easton in this series of "treaties" (25-30 July 1756) the Jersey named Teddyuscung had begun to assume self-importance in making negotiations with the English.(281) Having perceived that the English needed an intermediary to act in the negotiations with the egalitarian native people during this period of military stress, Teddyuscung stepped forward to act as a "culture broker". He soon after began to complain about debts owed by the English to him and to "his" people (8 November 1756). By the time of the Council Meeting of 6 January 1758, Teddyuscung, who was one of the Jersey squatters signing the "Walking Purchase" some 21 years before, now claimed that all lands between Tohiccon Creek and Wiiming (what had been a vacant mutual resource zone) was "his land and inheritance" and had been taken by fraud. These alle-
"Walking Purchase" was a land fraud perpetrated by the colonials, but the reverse is more nearly the case.

Teedyuscung's land claims and his pretense to being the representative of many nations had no basis in reality and had no effect on many groups withdrew from these conflicts and moved west or north, cultural differences manage to persist through time.

"King" simply ignored the 1737 Confirmation Treaty and the 1686 "Mau Mauing" (achieving ends by combined threat and implying guilt was the representative of "Ten" nations, as noted earlier. He later claimed that "One of the Delaware Nations, meaning the Minisink this Belt..."(282) Teedyuscung displayed a large belt, or ten rows of beads, which he claimed gave him authority the speak for Munsee but many Munsee were with the Moravians and others may have learned the "Delaware" when they Indians <Munsee>, now about Fort Allen, <in the Forks> gave me a report came to say that after this treaty many of them went on a rampage, presumably as a post-treaty celebration, as its component nations existed largely in the mind of the "King" and in its image mirrored in the fancies of colonial negotiators.

During the frontier disturbances created by the French and Indian wars, Teedyuscung took advantage of that need to advance his claim to Teedyuscung's authority as anyone's person, but the English needed and wished to have both a speaker as well as a "nation" to represent.

Perhaps the most clear definition of the peoples native to New York, although groups of Naticok, Conoy (once again listed as an independent culture despite the Treaty of Easton record of 7 October 1756), "Tutecoes," and Saponeys were present among the Six Nations. The same account notes that in the area from central Pennsylvania out to the Ohio, all under Seneca influence, there were 300 Shawanese and 600 "Delawares" living "in several villages on and about the Susquehanna, Muskingham, etc. and thence to Lake Erie". These people were the descendants of the groups reported to have been in that region in the 1730's.(292)

Province; the other of the Minisinks & Opinges or Pumptons on the Northern parts.

This statement reflects clearly the different cultural groups, and their boundaries were more clearly defined in the settlement of these claims. The "Southern Indians" provided five attorneys to act for them. They accepted a tract of 5000 acres in lieu of cash for their release of all claims of the land south of the Raritan. All of the northern claimants who wished to continue to reside in New Jersey, about 270 individuals, were supposed to take up residence on this tract. The northern natives, "Minisinks" (Munsee) and Opinges (also known as Wawping, Wapings, or Pumptons) appeared to be less easily satisfied. Perhaps this is because most of these people had left the colony and were therefore dependent on other nations. The Seneca and Cayuga sent messages to Bernard who ultimately paid $1,000.00 to secure the release of all Munsee claims.(287)

At the treaty of August 1758 the Munsee (see above) were termed "women", reflecting their loss of lands and therefore their inability to make land settlements for themselves. The Munsee, like the Lenape and Jerseys, had been moving north and west since early in the century, but cultural independence was maintained by special segregation. This was evident in May of 1733 when David Zeisberger and Henry Frey were on route to Onondaga along the Susquehanna river route. As they passed Wyoming (Wajomik) Fall, below where the Susquehanna curves to the west and northwest, they reached a Nanticoke village. The next day (Tuesday) they continued upstream and on Wednesday evening they reached Hazirok, where a Minisink (Munsee) town was located.(288) Tioga and the principal Six Nation villages were still further up the river. In each case the members of a single culture were more or less co-resident, but separated by some distance from the residential zone of every other culture. This also is reflected in the settlement pattern at Otsiningo (near present Binghamton, N.Y.) as described by Elliott(289) (1846) for the period after 1750. Residents there were refugees from several nations, plus representatives of the Oneida, Cayuga and others of the Six Nations, but each of these groups maintained a distinct area of occupation.(290)

By 1763(291) some people believed that there were no "Delaware" resident in the "northern" areas (New York), although groups of Naticoke, Conoy (once again listed as an independent culture despite the Treaty of Easton record of 7 October 1756), "Tutecoes," and Saponeys were present among the Six Nations. The same account notes that in the area from central Pennsylvania out to the Ohio, all under Seneca influence, there were 300 Shawanese and 600 "Delawares" living "in several villages on and about the Susquehanna, Muskingham, etc. and thence to Lake Erie". These people were the descendants of the groups reported to have been in that region in the 1730's.(292)
Surely many more had left the area and continued west while others had settled down among the colonists.

These cultural distinctions, maintained into the twentieth century, search demonstrated the varied culture history of the people who themselves came to use this term as a self-referent only now is be- "Delaware" occupied the Ohio Valley and Missouri, provides further peoples" is spurious. His research provides evidence that during this of the Munsee.

The process by which the cultural boundaries of these peoples were maintained, despite some "boundary exchanges", from the seventeenth that those "Ethnic Delaware" who came to the Cooweescooee Dis- homa and their many descendants who still live there, show traits that we are examining in this paper is the direct evidence for a small Pennsylvania. These data provide a means by which we can study in gies to trace with precision those processes described by Roark-Cal-

Most of the native people remaining in eastern Pennsylvania and New Jerseys were strongly acculturated by 1780 and their native identities are rarely noted in the records. Today, in most cases we infer Native American origins among these people by their use of surnames which are known from the early eighteenth century. Names such as Tatamy and Still, among the Jerseys, and Journeyake among the Lenape are quite clear indicators of origin. Where common Eng- lish surnames were adopted (Evans, Bull) we will have more difficul- ty in recognizing this phase of cultural merging.

In New Jersey many individuals from the remnant bands had gath- ered on the Brotherton tract after 1758, but other native (Jersey) hamlets continued to function. All of these settlements were in de- cline, leading to the sale in 1802 of the Brotherton property. After 1802 the few remaining residents of this tract moved north. As in Pennsylvania, those natives who remained were not numerous and rapidly were blending into the European or African descent popula- tions. After the Indian Wars of the 1860's being an "Indian" became anathema, and for more than a century the native heritage of which we should be proud was kept hidden from many people whose ancestors were here before the Europeans.

Archaeology and Culture History

The archaeological section of most ethnohistoric reports generally precedes the text since the subject matter generally pertains to events which took place in prehistory. In this review we have looked at the historical evidence and come to realize that many facets of these documents relate to, and can be demonstrated by, archaeological research. Yet only the most elaborate theories and complex (and expensive) field studies could hope to describe the resource zone - buffer area - which existed around the Forks of Delaware through excavations alone. The survey of these documents even helps to ex- plain the origins of the route through this area taken in 1745 by Reverend Spangenberg.(297) Nearly 100 years after the local jasper has ceased to be important, the economy of the native population, the native trail from Bethlehem still followed a tortuous route right along the important and economic in this area, through Macungie, Moxetawny, Heidelberg (?), and Tulpehocken (near Myersstown). This reflects the power of cultural persistence and suggests that we might be able to use this information to verify hypotheses derived from archaeological data.

The archaeology of this area provides interesting insights into the use of these stone resources.(298) However, the paucity of archaeological data now available for the proto-Lenape of the lower Delaware Valley prevents comparisons from being made with the more
plentiful data available from excavations in New Jersey, as well as
geological data discussed earlier in this paper have numerous impli-
cations for the archaeology of this region. As noted earlier, Shennan-
study of their archaeological remains, and L.M. Lavin(301) claims to
have achieved this in New England using ceramic analysis.
The potential for differentiating among the ceramic styles of the
Delaware River (Munsee area) and each side of the lower
R. Allauk Mounler(302) believes that the boundary between the Munsee
inhabitants and The Jerseys is reflected in ceramic differences, which also cor-
rected by John Witthoff(303) led him to define the Munsee area as
of the Lehigh River. Witthoff(304) describes the ceramics from two
sites (Overpeck and Diehl) on the Lehigh River, at the northern edge of the Lenape
range, site at Kittnersville in Bucks County(305) is equated in time to C.S.
be historic in date, relating to Owasco in New York. Wallace(307)
from before 1633, and I suspect to a date of before 1660, and probably
the Diehl Site at Monroe in Bucks County has "mixed" ceramics
town. Wallace(308) points out that the Diehl site is near where the
Indian town of Nockamixon stood(309) Wallace believes that the
Diehl site dates from before 1700 (I suggest 1625-1650), or at a
time long before the Jersey man Namutimus moved into the Forks.
The results of recent efforts to demonstrate ceramic variation
hoped. Griffith and Custer(310) addressed just this problem in a
aboriginal peoples in the regions which now include the state of
artefacts (design) of pottery from the Chesapeake region. They
determined that stylistic changes in pottery styles, since native pottery soon
ceased to be made, but should be seen in certain aspects of archaeo-
logically observed ritual behavior such as mortuary programs.
though elements of material culture (tools, clothing, ornaments) had
changed dramatically by 1650, reflecting the introduction of European
technology(311) the basic value systems and the ways in which
these components were treated were slow to change. Thus we should
be able to identify the archaeological analogues to this ethnographic
data by using the evidence for demonstrated differences between
the Jersey and Lenape. By recognizing historic cultural boundaries
from the documents we should be able to "upstream" these cultural
traditions and predict that the archaeological record of the Late
Woodland period is likely to be as distinct as that for which we have
evidence during the period after contact.

J.N. Woodall(320) has tested such theories concerning ancient social
boundaries using data from a series of late prehistoric Caddoan
sites along the Naches River of Texas. Woodall assumed that there
would have been lower social interaction between "autonomous"
sociopolitical groups" than within them, a pattern now demonstrated for
the relations between the Lenape and Jerseys. In comparing geographic
distance with ceramic variability Woodall distinguished between
two "tribes" of the Caddoan Hasinali confederacy. He documented
two distinct social groups in his archaeological test area and sug-
gested that there existed two "tribes" which would be found to be
be examined in detail to determine if ceramic zones, and perhaps
culture areas, can be recognized by independent observers.

Today we cannot provide a means by which to subdivide the Dela-
ware Valley area into individual ethnic regions on the basis of any
type of archaeological evidence. Perhaps a statistical review of the
basic information used by Griffith and Custer(313) would point out
some possible leads. Programs involving locating clay sources using
neutron activation analysis (NAA) and cluster analysis programs such
as those used by S.S. Lukesh and S. Howel(314) have been useful in
other parts of the world and might be applied to this region as well.

Certainly Griffith and Custer(315) have modified their original in-
ference that there existed similar forms of social organization in
the Upper and Lower Delaware River Valley. Just as these regions
differ ecologically, so do the patterns of social organization in these
areas of the Delaware Valley(316) The social organization of the
Ciconians, to the south of the Lenape realm, differs from that of
the Lenape(317) and appears to be more similar to that of the chief-
doms in the lower Chesapeake Bay area. However, what we can
document historically is not necessarily reflected in our ability to
locate confirming evidence in the archaeological record.(318)

The demonstration that cultural elements continue in use into the
historical period among the conservative members of various cultures
may not be reflected in pottery styles, since native pottery soon
ceased to be made, but should be seen in certain aspects of archaeo-
logically observed ritual behavior such as mortuary programs.

The results of recent efforts to demonstrate ceramic variation
hoped. Griffith and Custer(310) addressed just this problem in a
aboriginal peoples in the regions which now include the state of
artefacts (design) of pottery from the Chesapeake region. They
determined that stylistic changes in pottery styles, since native pottery soon
ceased to be made, but should be seen in certain aspects of archaeo-
logically observed ritual behavior such as mortuary programs.
though elements of material culture (tools, clothing, ornaments) had
changed dramatically by 1650, reflecting the introduction of European
technology(311) the basic value systems and the ways in which
these components were treated were slow to change. Thus we should
be able to identify the archaeological analogues to this ethnographic
data by using the evidence for demonstrated differences between
the Jersey and Lenape. By recognizing historic cultural boundaries
from the documents we should be able to "upstream" these cultural
traditions and predict that the archaeological record of the Late
Woodland period is likely to be as distinct as that for which we have
evidence during the period after contact.

J.N. Woodall(320) has tested such theories concerning ancient social
boundaries using data from a series of late prehistoric Caddoan
sites along the Naches River of Texas. Woodall assumed that there
would have been lower social interaction between "autonomous"
sociopolitical groups" than within them, a pattern now demonstrated for
the relations between the Lenape and Jerseys. In comparing geographic
distance with ceramic variability Woodall distinguished between
two "tribes" of the Caddoan Hasinali confederacy. He documented
two distinct social groups in his archaeological test area and sug-
gested that there existed two "tribes" which would be found to be
distinct in the diaries, journals and other documents relating to the done the opposite, in identifying two social units in the documents findings.

The differences noted earlier plus the river separation between various indications, similar to those seen by Woodall, in the Forks area, north of the Lehigh River. Furthermore, if the archaeological evidence during the Late Woodland Period should be the Late Woodland period to be represented primarily by intermittent encampments of foragers (hunting stations of the Lenape, Munsee, and others) and perhaps some Susquehannock resource gathering sta-

lithics (temporal sites) and low incidence of ceramics (except per-
centrated near resource areas, and possibly densitics would decline

hannock hunting stations geared toward trapping should become the

of their political and economic ascendance during this period. also might be expected. One may consider as a caution that as of

of temporary encampments of any culture can be distinguished from

area, and that limited hypothesis is in agreement with this hypothesis, seventeen-and-a-half km (ten-and-a-half miles) long was surveyed,

a test strip twenty-three m. (twenty-five yards) wide and through a portion of the Forks. This tiny sample confirmed expect, most of what was discovered was Late Archaic in date. If and hope to be able to determine the cultural origins of these lithic ma-

erals using diagnostic analysis, a technique successfully employed

in the Ohio Valley.

If such archaeological tests in the Forks area are successful, then the Lenape realm. The location of the southern margin of Lenape to have existed there in the Terminal Woodland Period as previously I had expected. As we collect further archaeological evidence

from all of these areas, we should be able to test our several hypo-
theses in each of them.

By 1650 non-perishable native technology throughout this region had become completely superceded by Colonial-made goods. Lenape, Jersey and other sites of the eighteenth century may be distinguishable from each other on the basis of patterning of mortuary materials, and possibly on household organization and artifact inventories. Detecting these differences in the archaeological record remains a complex task which we have hardly begun to solve. Since we now know that each culture ("ethnic unit") maintained its own area of residence (spatial segregation) despite leaving their respective homelands, and that these distinct residences existed right into the twentieth century, this spatial separation offers us some potential for archaeologically identifying the cultural distinctions which we have elicited from the historical record.

Conclusions

Historic documents provide evidence indicating that the area of the "Forks of Delaware" was a shared resource area and buffer zone be-
tween the Lenape, Jerseys, and Munsee prior to the contact period. Numerous Jerseys, from south of the Raritan River in New Jersey, migrated into the Forks during the first half of the eighteenth cen-
tury, becoming entwined in the events critical to the history of col-

onial Pennsylvania. The nearby Lenape had traditions which not only differed from those of the Jersey, but kept members of these groups apart. Both groups appear to have maintained cultural integrity throughout this period and into the twentieth century.

Despite early changes in material culture and later alterations in system intact. This suggests that much of the data from later peri-

ods in many cases is an adequate reflection of Lenape culture as it was at the time of contact. The process of acculturation among the Jersey appears to have been more rapid, possibly as a result of their cultural dynamics and possibly resulting from chance events of geog-

raphy and history.

From the beginning of the seventeenth century until nearly 1740 the Lenape consistently and effectively defended themselves against their militarily powerful neighbors to the north and west and against the inexorable march of European colonists. For 140 years the Len-

ape deferred the inevitable changes in their culture while continuing to live in the area which they had called home prior to the arrival of Columbus. Only now are we beginning to recognize the specific boundaries of their homeland and to know more about a style of life which is nearly gone. Many of the people, who left this area over
250 years ago, maintained an important and successful set of cultural values and traditions which were not seriously altered until well into the twentieth century.

The cultural history of the Lenape in many ways parallels that of moved north and northwest into New York, and many continued on represntant but one small faction who chose an unusual means by cultural integrity for a considerable length of time, but most - like with other peoples along the frontier to become Americans.
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**ZUSAMMENFASSUNG**


Das Gebiet, das die verschiedenen einheimischen Gruppen als Lechay (Lehigh) kennen und die Europäer dann als die Forks of Delaware bezeichneten, ist ein vorzügliches Beispiel einer Pufferzone. Es läßt sich zeigen, daß diese Region eine Pufferzone gewesen ist, die vier ganz verschiedene einheimische Kulturen trennte, jedoch auch von ihnen zugleich genutzt wurde: Lenape, Jersey, Munsee und Susquehannock. Diese zerklüftete Zone scheint von Angehörigen dieser vier einheimischen amerikanischen Gruppen zum Jagen genutzt wor-


Nach der Zeit um 1650 n.Chr., als die meisten einheimischen Steinwerkzeuge durch Geräte verdrängt wurden, die aus europäischen Metall hergestellt wurden, verlor das Steinvorkommen im Gebiet der Forks seine Bedeutung für die einheimischen Bewohner der Region. Die Pufferzone der Forks blieb aber weiter nützlich für die Jagd (Nahrungssuche für den Winter; Pelze) und blieb ein wechselseitig genutztes Gebiet und von dem Land unterschieden, auf das die nachbarten Völkerschaften als Teil ihrer traditionellen Lebensräume Anspruch erhoben.


Um 1720 siedelte sich eine kleine Anzahl von Jerseys im Gebiet der Forks an, in der offenkundigen Absicht, hier dauerhaft zu wohnen. Durch das Studium der Landverkaufsakten im südlichen New Jersey und mehr noch der ausgiebigen und wertvollen Herrnhuter Quellen sind wir in der Lage, den Zug von Einzelpersonen von ihren angestammten Gebieten in New Jersey in das Gebiet der Forks aufzuspüren. Wir können jetzt erkennen, daß dies eine späte Bevölkerungsbewegung ist, die den Bedeutungsverfall des Gebietes der Forks